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INTRODUCTION
PUBLIC OUTDOOR RECREATION
Public recreation is becoming increasingly more important as a vital
planning element which must be incorporated in the planning for man's urban
environment. Planning agencies of all types throughout the country are con-
fronted with the problem of limited recreational space and in some cases
underdeveloped recreational programs. In the past, insufficient space was
these areas are beginning to feel public demands for these facilities. This
is largely due to increases in population, higher living standards, and in-
With the current emphasis on public recreation, planning authorities are
realizing the numerous restrictions that past planning has placed on the pre-
sent and future development of recreation. A few of these restrictions are
the lack of open space which is suitable for development, legal restrictions
dictating land use, restrictions due to uncontrolled growth, and the unde-
sirable relationships of surrounding conditions.
Other restrictions, not directly related to planning, stem from topo-
graphical limitations. These include unsuitable soil conditions, undesirable
micro-climates, lack of vegetation, excessive slopes, and problems created
by poor drainage. When all of these restrictions are considered, many
ilanning agencies ; will often be required to use 1jy-passed land for the
ievelopment of reicreational programs.
The number ;ind extent of these restrictions will vary from city to citj
in every state. In Kansas, the one limitation tllat is outstanding and fre-
luently hinders clesirable development is that of the relative uniformity of
the topographical . features. Portions of the sta;te where flood control resei
voirs or other similar water containing features are prevalent are now being
developed, whereas the remainder of the state, owing to the uniformity of ele-
vation, offers limited desirable land for recreational development. As a re-
sult, the recreational pattern in Kansas has become very unbalanced. Where
flat topography is encountered, recreation has been developing very slowly,
and as a result, adequate facilities are not available.
It is the purpose of this thesis to examine the unsuitable landform
limitation, thus suggesting a method of analysis and the development of a
study technique to aid in this analysis. The suggested method is used here
to develop a golf course, but similar principles could be applicable toward
the development of other recreational facilities.
THE NEED FOR GOLF
In the past few years, a nationwide effort to provide the needed public
golf facilities has resulted in an increased demand for readily available
space suitable for golf course construction. Many public agencies have been
initiating action for the construction of new courses to alleviate the curren-
shortage of this public facility.
This shortage is emphasized by recent statistics concerning increases in
golfers and the money spent for golfing equipment.
Over 750,000 persons took up the game last year in the United
States. Today there are about forty golfers per thousand popula-
tion; in 1936, it was sixteen. A look at golf equipment sales shows
a similar growth. In 1936, golf equipment sales were less than
Of the nation's golfing public, approximately seventy percent are men and
thirty percent are women. Since 1961, there has been an annual increase in
the number of players, but the most substantial increase has been that of women
players. Golf authorities attribute the increased popularity and growth to
Cities, counties, and states throughout the nation are becoming in-
creasingly aware of the importance of golf as a national recreation activi
and are striving to increase public recreation programs that will include
golf course as the hub of the development. This type of development is
needed to reduce the shortage of existing courses.
As of January 1, 1964, there were 6,804 regulation length
golf courses and 673 Par 3 operations in play in the United States.
Only about fifteen percent are municipal courses (city, township,
county, or state operated), yet they are handling about forty-five
percent of the nation's golf play.^
From January, 1963, through January, 1964, public courses showed an i
crease of six percent, while for the previous ten year period, the total i
crease was only thirty percent.
A comparative study, using the figures compiled from November 1, 1962
through January 1, 1964, clearly shows the rapid growth. As of November 1
1962, the total number of courses was 7,070, while there were 7,477 course
recorded on January 1, 1964.
4lbid, p. 64.
5Ben Chlevin, Golf for Industry
, p. 3.
6Harry C. Eckhoff , Public Golf Development in the 1960s . Park Practic
Guideline: Development, 2:63.
When looking at the relationship of tf
5
ulation to the total
number of courses av .liable, it was discov red that in 1931, one golf course
served approximately 21,000 people, while n 1964, one course served 25,000.
Basing this relationship on the probable n mber of peopie who actually play
golf, approximately 7,000,000 people, this roughly ind icates that each course
serves about 1,000 golfers.
7
In 1957, the e was an es timate of 3,700,000
golfers and a total of 5,358 golf courses, or approximately seven hundred
8
golfers per course. In this seven year period, an increase in the number of
golfers per course was approximately forty •three percent over the 1957 esti-
mate.
Due to this shortage, the number of p blic course s in operation is sub-
ject to an increased concentration of traffic, and if poorly managed, they
soon become unsuitab le for play. The need therefore. must be planned for in
advance if a balance d program is to be dev loped.
This need for additional golf courses follows the same general pattern
in Kansas as it does for the nation, showi lg an unbalanced proportion of
public and private courses. In central and western Kansas, this unbalanced
condition is more severe. In the study ar .a. there ar e presently three golf
s. which arc not made available to
the general public. This is an indicator of the need for a public golf
facility in the area under study.
7Loc. cit.
Cchlevin, op. ci t. p. 5.
vDick Chastain, November 5 1964.
BASIS OF STUDY
With the need established and with the problems created by the
graphy kept in mind, a program of study was developed. In order to
public golf facility, it was decided to analyze the accepted standar
from these, derive an aesthetic principle which could be used in a s
approach. The aesthetic principle then, permitted the modeling of t
Sculptors working with c
together and make form by s
they remove bits and chunks from the basic mass and make their
forms by subtraction. 10
The approach to be used in this study is a combination of both processes:
accretion and subtraction. Depressions will be carved from some areas, and
the study media deposited in other areas to form mounds. Upon completion,
the new configuration of the surface will contain sculptural landforms, which
refers to the shape into which a land surface has been molded by a sculptural
technique conforming with nature's processes.
our relation to group composition, our basic choreography through
our relationship to natural phenomena. 11
Earth sculpture has gained new emphasis in recent years due partly to
the shortage of suitable topographic relief for construction. In some areas,
this has brought about the need to develop previously by-passed land where un-
desirable topographic features were prevalent. This land is frequently used
for commercial development and is often terraced to create plateaus. These
iOLawrence Halprin, "The Shape of Erosion", Land. Arch. 52:87, January 1962.
plateaus are not related to the surrounding landforms, and there is no visu
When earth sculpture is to be executed, the first step is to fully
analyze the existing topography determining .what natural forces have caused
it to take that particular form. By examining profiles or other graphic re
presentations of the site, a rhythm or sequence of similar conditions can b
determined. By expanding or emphasizing the properties of the existing Ian
forms, new forms that will blend with the surrounding conditions can be det
mined for use in the development. This is the basis for studying the land-
form variations of the site and applying modifications of these variations
for the development of a golf course.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
After the selection of the problem, a tentative outline of the work to
be performed was established. Reference material relating to the accepted
a thorough investigation of these standards established the basic requireme
for development.
When the accepted standards were organized for easy reference, attenti
was turned to the selection of a site. The site was chosen in central Kans
to follow up a study that was conducted in that area by Ralph W. Sherman,
entitled, A Landscape Interpretation of a iienion of Kansas to Determine Its
Suitability for Recreational Development . Mr. Sherman's study encompassed
four-county area: Rice, Barton, Stafford, and Pawnee. After studying this
area, a tentative location near Great Bend, Kansas, (Barton County) was
chosen. A survey based on the size of the city, the type of people and the
employment, the limited golf facilities present, and the minor
the landforms revealed that this location was suitable for this type of
development.
Upon examining county and highway maps, several possible sites near
Great Bend were chosen. These sites were located on the U. S. Coastal Geo-
detic Survey Maps to establish the general lay of the land. The map used
was at the scale of 1 : 24,000, with a five foot contour interval. The site,
finally selected on the basis of map interpretation, was devoid of housing or
oilfield operations and encompassed a meandering creek. From the Geodetic
survey, the site was blown up to the scale of one inch equals one hundred
feet, and the one-foot contours were interpolated. The next step was a two-
day inspection trip to the Great Bend area to analyze all of the existing con-
ditions of the site. They were found to be highly desirable, and with this in
formation, the design requirements were next to be established. Both a pro-
gram for development and an esquisse were worked out, and a technique for
study was designed.
The study technique used to fulfill the design requirements of this
thesis was the third dimensional examination of all the related aspects of
the site to the golf course. In order to conduct a three-dimensional study,
a design model was needed that would permit evaluation of the existing land-
forms and be flexible enough to permit the proposed landforms to be constructe
This study model was constructed so that the site could be viewed from
any angle for maximum control of development. The base of the model was a
three-fourths inch sheet of exterior plywood, measuring forty inches square.
A groove was cut three-eighths of an inch deep and one-fourth of an inch wide
on each side of the base, leaving a two-inch margin. This groove accommodated
plate glass sides which were 7/32 of an inch thick and 6 3/C inches high, so
„hen in place y-six i square and
9
high. The use of n epoxy resin glue permitte the joining of all the g lass
sides to each othe and to the p y.vond base. O CO nplete the hell of t he
squar
a plate gla
e was used to
s cover. 7/32 of an
el. In
ck a
fini
id thirty-s
iterior su,.
face, the plywood .as treated wi h two coats o C mar ne varnish The nee*
for a flexible med um to be used for II deling he topographica surface
was f ulfilled by t e use of a mo st cl y. Thi cla y was dug f rom a hill
side near Manhatta
,
Kansas, and mixed with wa era ad cooking ail to the
desired plastic co isistency. Th istency perm tted movement of the
clay for changes i i the surface Dnce t e model was n use. A tity
of th s clay was mixed so that t ^eent re site coul be constr ,cted at a
reduc ed scale in t e glass model
It was felt th t in order to bes t how how the ite would appear in the
surro unding landscape, a margina area should >ein operated
.
This was ac-
r;
ished by show
cale of one i
ng a 500-foot
y one-quarter
d feet
ng t
rinn 2,640 feet
te. Sine
> an appro
priat . scale at wh ch to work. This s ale was larg s enough to show all the
desir ed relationsh ps and still mall nough t >be contained w thin a model
that «;ould be move ble. Due to ;he mi or vari tion of the si te and the small
horiz ontal scale, t was decided to ex ggerate the vertical sc ale in the order
of on inch equals ten feet to b »tt« , isualiz -the landforms.
The transposit on of the sit 9 from the con nap to a th ree-dimens ional
model
ons were take
vas accomplish
id red
he use if cr >ss section s. These
te by usi ng
te.pl ates which sh awed the actua 1 chan es in e evat ion at the various se etions.
The templates were cut from chipboard measuring thirty-six inches long and
plate could be taped into the model with the top of the template flush with
the top of the glass sides. Once these were in place, the clay was added to
the model so that it exactly fit the landforms as described by the templates.
When all the clay was in place and the templates removed, the model was then
in the same form as the site, except at the reduced scale.
Through the use of the site analysis, the study model and the contour
map, a tentative layout for the golf course was determined, following the
principles set forth by the examination of the desired standards. This ten-
tative layout was then transposed onto the model for further evaluation and
for the process of grading.
In theory, the model would allow the actual grading to be done in the
third dimension, and by using a water technique, the proposed contour map
could be developed directly from this model. The model also permitted a
theoretical balance in cut and fill, provided clay was neither removed from
the site nor added to it. This theoretical balance does not include provision
for shrinkage, but is merely a rough indicator of the earthwork to be per-
formed. After the tentative layout was transposed, the desired landforms
were created by manipulation of the clay material into the new forms. When
the entire site was regraded, the model then was a tentative proposal for
development, showing the layout of all the facilities and their relationship t
one another and to the site, as well as a grading plan.
When this proposal was finalized, the problem of deriving a contour map
was solved by using varying water levels to deliniate the contours. This was
done by incorporating a vertical scale of one inch equals ten feet, located

PROGRAM ESTABLISHMENT
ANALYSIS OF ACCEPTED STANDARDS
flOlf, calls for a thorough understanding of nature and its processes. Coif
architectural authorities recognize the importance of evaluating the natural
environment, but this environment does not always provide topography which is
suitable for golf. In general, however, sites are selected that will require
the least amount of modification. When designing the strategy, the natural
hazards should be utilized to their fullest advantage, since they are the
most interesting and can be more easily and economically maintained.
If the existing landform is naturally unsuited for golf, there is the
problem of designing a course so that every kind of shot found on ideal topo-
graphy is possible. Variety can be provided on an otherwise undesirable site
by varying the length of holes. Another method is to use modern machinery,
moving soil from some areas where depressions are necessary and piling
soil in other areas to create mounds. This sculptural approach is conceived
through the understanding of the limitations established by the theory of golf.
Choosing the proper site is probably the most important element in the
planning process, and a poor choice can greatly increase the cost of develop-
ment. Normally, several prospective sites are evaluated and after thorough
site analyses, the most suitable is selected for development. The site
should be located along a main highway which is paved and well maintained,
so that access to the facility can be possible in all types of weather.
id Casswell 11. Miles, Sports and Recreation
The physical site characteristics, such as the location of property
lines and the percentage of slopes, should be carefully analyzed. For
example, an irregularly shaped site may afford design opportunities quite
ferent from more regular sites, bugged topography should be avoided, but
site which is gently rolling with some trees is usually considered ideal.
Steep slopes are tiring on players, necessitate many blind shots, and are
more costly to maintain. Mien the topography is gently undulating, the s
should contain at least eighty acres for a nine-hole course; 160 acres is
considered a desirable mini
will include space for the
of development as well as I
enough land is purchased st
i for a eighl.c
adj
facilities which a
for future expans
icent residential s
help cover the initial expense.
Another important factor in selecting
lity of water. The average eighteen-hole c
360 gallons of water per minute to meet irr
tures on the site cannot deliver this amoun
This acreage
will require approximately
n demands. If water fea-
visions for storage will be
After the site has been selected and an accurate topographical survey
completed, the siting for the clubhouse should be determined. The clubhouse
should be located near a boundary abutting a public highway. This will re-
duce the expense of building roads on the property and will not bisect the si
which otherwise might result in a limited area for play. The clubhouse shoul
have privacy from the highway and provide a view to the greatest portion of t
course. This can be accomplished by siting the structure on high ground
are shielded from the afternoon sun. Other immediate considerations are the
nature of the soil, location of trees, accessability of water, and the fea-
sibility of parking.
If the course is to be planned to meet the various interests of the
golfer and his family, other forms of recreation should also be provided.
These are usually closely associated with the clubhouse and should be an
integral part of the site plan. Such facilities often include swimming pools,
tennis courts, practice putting greens, driving ranges, a practice hole, and
other similar features. The driving range should be oriented so that golfers
will be hitting towards the north. Rubber or brush tees, spaced at a minimum
of ten feet apart, should be laid 01
verging on a central location 160 y:
line is usually located approximately
safety. 5
The practice hole, with te
players to play shots to the green wi
golfers to develop skill for co
In relating the course to
in an arc with all aiming points con-
s from the center tee. A restraining
ten feet behind each tee for public
150, 190, and 230 yards apart, permits
hout interfering with the use of the
often lighted for night use permitting
ubhouse facilities, the first tee, the
ould be relatively close to the loc!
xth green should also be located nein and pro shop. If possib
4V.'illiam S. Flynn, "Designing the Course", The Bulletin , August 1927
37.
5Loc. Cit.
&Gabrielsen, op. cit., p. 292.
Clifford Charles Kendehack, Golf ond Country Clubs , p. 6.
the clubhouse for those golfers with only oi>e hour to p lay. This permits
players to start a t a logical point and to ]retire at the end of tl,e sixth.
ninth, or eighteen th hole. A current trend in course design is tl,ree ra-
diating nine- hole loops from the clubhouse. creating si x possible eighteen-
hole combinat ions.
8
After th bhouse site plan has been tentatively determine,1. the next
step is to lay out the course. The prelimiilary design is based o,l probable
answers to th e fol lowing questions: 1. Kha t is the ma, imum number of green
sites? 2. m 11 th e green site be adaptable for a parti cular type of hole?
3. Is the cos t of construction of a green ail this locat ion feasib:[e? 4. Does
the location have aesthetic qualities, such as backgrou nd views a,id possible
vistas?
After the green sites are tentatively located, the strategy and sequence
of play can be programmed. Robert Trent Jones, for example, divides the
strategy of play into three kinds of holes. The first is the penal type,
where traps guard the green in a bottleneck or island fashion. One or two
holes of this type will suffice for an eighteen-hole course, and these
should always meet the par 3 classification. The second, the strategic type,
utilizes fewer traps and places them so that any golfer can drive with full
power, but must place his shots to obtain the most favorable position. Up
to fifty per cent of the course should be of this type, with the length of
the holes meeting the standards for a par 4 classification. The third is
called the heroic, which is a combination of both the strategic and penal
types. The hazards are placed on the diagonal so that a player can choose an
B rtaymond Frederick Cain, The Landscape Architectural Approach to Flex
Golf Course Desion
. p. 11. Unpublished Masters Thesis, University of Illi
1962.
9Gabrielsen, op. cit., p. 278.
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intermedi ate target w thin his limitations The fart er he can carry, the
more advantageous he v ill find his position for the n xt shot. Th s type of
hole is adaptable for any length and shoul be utilized on thirty o fifty
The total length Of c n average eighte n-hole cou be between
6,200 and 6,600 yards WhJ le championship 700 and 6,900
yards in length. The average eighteen-hole course hould hav e ghteen
holes of different lengths which fall into several pa r classifi ons. The
term par means "perfect pi ay without fluke and under ordinary « ea her con-
ditions. always allow ng two strokes on each putting reen
"U
Til 8 lowest par
classification is the par 3 hole, which is generally etween 130 t 240 yards
in length . Four to f f these should b used on a eighteen iio e course.
The par 4 holes have length of between 350 to 450 y rds. and he -eare
generally ten of thes d per eighteen h les. Par holes va y n length
from 450 to 550 yards anc there should no be more t an four o ese used.
12
The 240 t o 350 yard d ce should be avo ded if pos ible. Th » istance
is too 10 ng for the average player to make in one sho and not ong enough
to requir e two shots. If this length is u ed. it sho Id be des '.!" d as a
dog-leg h ole, with th dir ection of play b nding at a proximate Y he 225-yard
point. I t will often inc ude a large trap at the ben and a ra he
putting s urface with sort of a hazard on the far side of t e reen. 13
The length of th hoi es will be deter ined by such factors
,
The Bulletin. Janu ry
the direc-
15, 1925,
10Ib
11"L
id p. 279.
ength of Hoi
l2Gabrielsen, op. cit
13
"Length of Holes in
., p. 279.
Helation to Par
'
op
*
Clt * p. 277.
18
tion of play, the inatural features of the si te. and the desire to obta:in a
variety of lengths throughout the course. 1'here steep s lopes are encountered.
downhill play shou Id be planned; the uphill play should be plannec 1 for slopes
of lesser grades. Ravines make desirable sJi ort hole pro blems mtl , the tee
located on one edg>, of the ravine and the gi een on the o ther.
The east-west direction should be avoicled, since th e maximum amou;nt of
play is in the aft.srnoon. If this is not pc >M<
should be located so that a player will come . across them , early in the,jame.
14
Blind shots from t!he approach area should be : avoided, and similar shot s from
the tee should be kept to a minimum. There should be al ternate r<»utes to the
green, and the cou rse should be designed so
Programming of Holt
that every c lub in th<s bag
The first hoi e is usually a par 4 hole, approximateay 380 to 400
,
ards
in length and comp aratively free from delay) ng hazards. The hole: aid
become increasingly difficult to play, sincf 1 it takes th e average golf
around three holes to warm up.
Par 3 holes are never consecutive, and the sequence Alt the
first one is not encountered earlier than tte third hole!, nor the second not
earlier than the eighth hole. The first pai • 3 hole is iisually 130 to 160
yards in length, while the second is over 180 yards in ] ength. For an eighteen-
hole course, four par 3 holes are normally iised. These vary in 1,3ngth
but the first two should meet the above sta>idards. Foui • par 5 holes are often
used on an eighteen-hole course, with the r,raining ten holes mee:ting the par
4 classification. Frequently the first par 5 hole encoiintered is nd 480
14Gabrielsen, op. cit. p. 277.
19
yard s in length, whil the econd is ween 520 and 550 casionally.
par i holes are used, but these beco oring and de lay play for too long
a period of time.
A golf course co taini g only n ine holes will n ly have a total par
rang ing from 35 to 37 with 36 the m )«t frequently u sed. When the c
ise lghteen holes, th tota par is lly 72. Robert Bruce Harris recommends
the jar order for nin hole to be 4 for of 36.
16
Gree as
The definition o " a pu tting gre according to the iiules of Go__f, is
"all ground of the ho ebei ng played «h ch is specia ny prepared for putting."
17
It i s the final targe for each hole ,„ must always be Usable from the aP-
proach area. If poss ble, t should 3] o be visable from the tee an iall
locations where addit onal shots are rec
Many factors are invol red in cr ng a suitablesu rface for th • pur-
pose of putting. The e factors, gro ! pC- according t Hilar charac teris-
tics , will establish procj ram for evali ation. This program include site
fact ors such as locat on an i orienta ttO , design factors relating si 2e and
71 drainage.
and construct ion factors base d on soil types, slopes.
Greens are sited and o riented t o b end with the topography in a logical
aest hetic and efficie ner. Succes ful siting i s pa rtly measure i by
traffic patterns whic
... cit.
5olf Associatio
s from using
he Ailes of roi:
. p. 6.
traffic
15
Loc. cit.
16Cabrielsen, lo
17United States
next tee must be analyzed and conform to accepted standards. Safety factors
relating to the prevention of accidents are also designed into each hole
since the line of play directly determines the degree of safety, and the
location of the green establishes this line of play.
The green location has a direct effect on the cost of construction since
excessive earth moving or drainage facilities can soon destroy a budget. By
advantageously using natural features, desirable strategy for a hole can
usually be created within economic limitations.
Other site factors, such as proper air circulation, can reduce main-
tenance costs, as well as improve air circulation. Many problems can be
avoided by locating greens at least twenty yards away from existing shade
trees, so that the tree roots and shade will not interfere with turf growth
important design characteristics, the size and shape of
n under study for many years. The commonly accepted thee
rategy of play, the cup placement and
The many factors affecting variation in strategies of play help esta-
blish a reasonable size for individual greens. Thus, "Green sizes will vary
from 5,000 to 8,000 square feet, depending upon the length of the hole and the
length of the shot called for." A one-shot hole, for example, 240 yards
in length, should have the largest green, whereas a one-shot hole which is
shorter, should have a proportionately smaller green. Conversely, with longer
16Charles M. Eckstein, "Putting Green Design", U.S.G.A. Green Section
Record March, 1964, 1:5.
^Gabrielsen. op. cit., p. 279.
holes, the size of the green depends upon the length of the approach shot.
Usually, these greens are smaller than one-shot holes. The strategic ele-
ments, such as traps, however, will determine the shape and outline of the
green. Problems of visability can also determine the shape of a green, as
will the blending of the green into a topographical feature.
Cup placement is critical and the size and shape of the green will par-
tially determine how many locations are possible. Variable cup placement
will add interest to the course, spread traffic uniformly, prevent soil com-
paction, and reduce the actual wearing of the turf surface. There should be
many distinct cup-cutting areas on each surface, and these should be divided
by either gently sloping undulations, or long sweeping rolls which will ac-
commodate a pin position without undue penalty to the player. These mul-
tiple pin positions also provide for strategic play which can vary in diffi-
culty and will help protect the putting surface from excessive wear. Dif-
ferent pin positions may require a shot to be played from an entirely dif-
ferent angle from day to day.
Pin positions should be on relatively level ground; and the current
trend suggests that these pin positions are the targets for the low-handicap
Player, while the whole green is the target for the average player. Sudden
rises or undulations should be avoided, and the upper limit of slope should
not exceed ten percent. Fair pin placement specifies that the pin will not
be located within ten feet of the edge of the green, while the U.S.G.A. rec-
ommends a minimum of fifteen feet. This fifteen-foot-wide band around the
20Eckstein, op. cit., 1:4.
"iftobert Dunning, "Basic Concepts of Green Constructio
rse Reporter
.
April. 1962, 30:16.
, 30:18.
^Eckstein, loc. cit.
green greatly reduces the possible area for cup placement.
A system of alternate greens can be used for a temporary putting sur-
face when excessive wear is evident, or when maintenance interferes with
playing. They are also used for a winter oreen and rotation purposes when
adverse weather or normal maintenance requires play to be suspended.
On private courses, the area of the alternate greens is frequently from
three hundred to four hundred square feet and in close proximity to the regular
green, but on public courses this size should be increased to approximately
fifteen hundred square feet, due to a larger volume of traffic. These
greens are maintained as the regular greens, except that they are watered more
deeply and less frequently. Each alternate green is slightly elevated for
proper surface drainage but should not be elevated more than one foot with
the pitch toward the front.
25
When analyzing the factors related to the construction of greens, a
logical point of departure is a professional soil analysis. A competent soil
analysis can be conducted by state agricultural experiment stations or county
agents. The significance of such an evaluation is the understanding of the
requirements for irrigation, drainage and soil fertility.
The first step in a normal construction program is to remove the topsoil
and stockpile it for use as an ingredient in the final soil mix. For a
wide range of climatic conditions and turf species, an ideal soil is a sandy
loam containing not more than four to six percent clay in the final mixture.
A general composition of the topsoil required for a green is approximately
eighty-five per cent sand, ten percent upland soil, and five percent peat."
24A. M. rtadko, "Eighteen Alternate Greens", U.S.G.A. Green Section Record
.
September, 1963, 1:11.
25lbid, 1:10.
26Bob Dunning, Green Construction
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27Dr. Say Keen, discussion with author, October 19, 1964.
These figures should be determined precisely by a laboratory analysis of a
soil sample from the site and the proportions varied accordingly. The sand
to be used in this mixture is defined by the Bureau of Soils as a mixture of
"coarse" and "medium" sand, ranging in size from 1/3 to 1/50 and l/50 to
1/100 of an inch in diameter respectively. Eighty percent of this sand should
be graduated within the 1/8 to 1/50 of an inch category, and the remaining
twenty percent must be within the 1/50 to l/lOO of an inch category.
If coarse sand is used in a large percentage of the mixture, the soil becomes
hard and non-resilient. The advantages of using this sandy soil mixture for
greens is that it aids in percolation of water and oxygen through the soil
and also facilitates the removal of soluable salts by allowing free water
to be carried off by the subsurface drainage system.
When considering the type of soil for the base of the green, the article,
"Green Construction", suggests that
The base of the green may be constructed out of any soil at
hand unless it contains material that would cause excessive sub-
sequent shrinkage or would be deleterious to plant growth and shall
be compacted and watered to prevent shrinkage.
^
The finished grade relationships of a green may take several forms. It
may be tilted, sloped, or pitched in any direction; it may be terraced or
undulated. It can be guarded by adjacent mounds which are not part of the
green but which must be carried, or it can be any combination of these.
A successful finished grade also indicates adequate surface drainage of
the green and the adjacent slopes. When slopes are used, they should be gen-
tie, provide maximum cupping area and permit mowing from either direction to
prevent scalping or undue wear. These slopes will blend into the topography
be considered. 31
Since the finished surface of the green is based in the subgrade, it is
important that all grading operations be supervised according to written
specifications and construction drawings. There should be no pockets where
32
Undesirable features, such as greens which are pitched from back to
front at a uniform grade of two or three percent, greens which are flat,
and those which take the form of an overturned plate should be avoided.
The slope percentage limitations for the putting surface should be
handled so that a minimum of 1.5% and a maximum of five percent are used
throughout. This maximum slope can be increased according to specific play
strategy, but should never be so sever that the ball would gam momentum
after being stroked. 33
On greens which slope from the front to the back, Robert Trent Jones
specifies that the slope should not exceed five percent, unless it is a
break in the general slope by a depression. This depression, if not too deep,
may include slopes up to ten or fifteen percent. He also specifies that the
approach slope of a plateaued green may approach twenty percent, as well as the
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side and back slopes. Mounds at the perimeter of the putting surface may be
used to divide drainage areas for surface run-off or for orientation and
character. They should be graded to permit maintenance with gang-type mowers
or multiple reel-power mowers. There should be adequate space for this equip-
ment to operate and maneuver between the traps and the putting surface and
this is usually accomplished by specifying a ten or twelve foot apron ex-
tending from the perimeter of the putting surface.
Greens are often encountered on hillsides where the slope has been al-
tered, leaving a bank rising above the green, or they are located on the low,
flat surface near the base of these hills. The problem of intercepting seepage
water and of diverting surface water around the green rather than across it
at a depth below the lowest level of the green. A line of drainage tile is
placed on the bottom of the trench, and this tile is connected to a drainage
system with an outlet which drains to an out-of-play area. Crushed rock is
used as backfill up to the level of the ground surface and treated as a
grassy hollow, establishing a problem of strategy as well as serving as a
functional drainage element.
A subsurface drainage system usually consists of agricultural clay tile,
laid in the bottom of a trench. These tile vary in diameter, depending on
the size of the area they are to serve. A three-inch tile is used for a
lateral up to four hundred feet in length, while a four-inch tile is used for
laterals up to one thousand feet in length. The spacing at the joints should
35Eckstein, op. cit., 1:4.
36b. Fitts, "Seepage Water, A Menace to Good Turf Maintenance", The
Bulletin
. March, 1927, 7:47.
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be 1/8 to 1/4 inch and shou Id be covered with tarpaper to keep foreigi
material from entering the system. A constant slope of at least one-!alf
percent should always be maintainec1.
The depth of the tile also vai•ies, depending on the area to be d:rained
and the struct ure of the so 11. Foi • fairways and greens on sandy soil, , the
depth should b.e from two to 2 1/2 1:eet, while on greens in clay-like isoil.
1 1/2 to two feet is specif ied.
37
These til • lines can b e laid i:o that several lines lie parallel lrith the
greatest slope , or they can be useei in a herringbone sys tern where the main
line follows t he direction of the general slope. This a ain line bise,us the
green with the lateral posi tions miking a 45-degree angl e spaced betw
ten and twenty feet apart. After 1;he tile is laid, it should be back.filled
with pea crave 1 or crushed rock to within six or eight i nches of the isurface.
32
Maintenan ce needs will often indicate construction faults before they can
be detected by any other me ans. A few of these faults w hich can caus,3 the
greatest amoun t of trouble are too few pin positions, so ils excessively sandy
or clay-like, a green badly drainec1, a green which requi res overwater:ing to
hold a golf Sh<St, lack of desirabK ! turf or insufficient space at the green
site for naint enance needs. 39
Considers tion must als o be giiren to the efficient u se of fertili:
labor involved in mowing, spraying, aerifying, spiking, and watering.
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cost of maintenance for greens.
40
On this course, 7,000 man hours were
devoted at a labor expense of $21,000, plus $7,000 for materials, supplies,
and equipment depreciation. The $2fi,000 spent for maintenance was approxi-
mately twenty-five percent of the total course budget. Located on a 130-acre
site, the course has only three acres which are devoted to the twenty greens.
This represents about two percent of the total land and clearly shows that
the putting green is the most expensive element of the golf course.
The Rules of Golf defines the teeing ground as "the starting place for
the hole to be played." 1 This starting place takes many different forms,
and many factors affect the size, shape, location, and number of tees neede
The out-dated size requirement of "a rectangle two club lengths in dep
has been changed largely due to an increase in play. The modern criteria
of design suggests that tees be designed to permit flexibility in the lengt
of the hole and be large enough to accommodate the frequent change of marke
which will reduce localized turf damage. In the article "Tees and the Golf
Course", it is suggested that
A good rule of thumb for tee size is a minimum of 100 square
feet of useable tee space per 1,000 rounds of golf per year on par
4 or par 5 holes, and a minimum of 200 square feet per 1,000 rounds
of golf per year on par 3 holes subjected to iron play from the tee.
For tees on par 3 holes played with a wood, the same rule of thumb
applies as is suggested for tees on par 4 and par 5 holes. 42
40\i. H. Gengyfield, "Course Maintenance Centers o
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In addition to size requirements, various tee shapes are possible, but
the shape of any tee should blend into the topography and permit the use of
power equipment for maintenance. The use of long gentle slopes meeting the
existing grade will fulfill both requirements. Among the shapes widely
used are the circular, semi-circular, "L" shaped, "T" shaped, and "u" shaped
tees. The current trend indicates that tees should be built as close as pos-
sible to the natural ground level, unless problems of visability or drainage
dictate otherwise. Other considerations when locating tees are the relation-
ship of the tee to the preceding green, the different driving abilities of
players, and the traffic patterns.
The distance between the green of one hole and the tee of the next
should never exceed seventy-five yards with the recommended length between
twenty and thirty yards.
44
While this will reduce fatigue by shortening
the overall length a player must walk, the tees must be located or protected
to prevent being hit by a wild drive from an adjacent hole.
There have been several solutions advanced for the location of tees in
connection with the players' driving abilities. The simplest solution is to
use long rectangles with the long axis oriented with the line of play so that
players can advance to the location of the tee which best suits their
ability. On courses limited to this solution, however, the front third of
the tee receives the greatest wear. A second and more practical solution
is the use of three different tees. These are staggered so that the line of
play does not pass over the forward tees and a color designated system of
43 liobert !3rtice Harris, "Architectural Matters Affect Maintenance Co
U.S.G.A. Journal . April 1958, p. 1.
45Alan D. Wilson, "Measurement of Golf Holes and Placing of Tees",
The Bulletin . May 1926, 6:194.
marking the tees can be incorporated. The tee farthest from the green is
called the championship tee, and the color assigned to it is red. The middle
indicates the ladies' tee which is nearest to the green. When this system is
used, a player can associate his ability with the proper color and thus, make
the game more interesting for himself and prevent delay. The size of these
tees can be reduced for the ladies to approximately one-half the size sug-
gested for the men.
The final consideration of the relationship of the tee to the preceding
green is that of maintenance. Tees should be located to receive a minimum
amount of traffic and this can generally be accomplished by car paths designed
to lead the players around the perimeter of the tee.
When constructing tees, the final grades are executed to appear as a
natural surface with natural drainage characteristics. Surface drainage is
accomplished by using a minimum slope of 1.5 percent descending from front
to rear. This slope will allow sheet flow rather than drainage in narrow
channels and will not be detected by the player. On the other hand, internal
drainage is accomplished by a four-inch drainage tile laid in the same manner
as for greens, with the outlet placed in some out-of-play area.
The teeing site should also include provisions for clean towels, ball
washers, trash receptacles, benches, and possible shelters. When shelters
are used, they should be large enough to accommodate a foursome and must be
grounded if in the open.
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The U.S.G.A. defines a hazard as "any bunker or v
purpose is to inspire a player to overcome the diffici lole
while achieving greater accuracy of play in both direction and distance.
The hazard has as its concept the establishment of a target; the creation
of mental hazards pertaining to position, distance, and carry; and to penalize
the poor shot, not the poor player. A hazard should be located so that the
duffer does not have to risk penalizing strokes in order to play the hole.
These hazards determine the degree of ability a player must possess in order
for the course to be of real interest for skilled players, while duffers may
find it impossible to carry such hazards.
If the course is designed primarily for t
tions will determine the strategy of the hoi
the strategy of play and those which penaliz
be eliminated. A well-rounded course is one
every player to be successful within his lin
There are five basic forms of hazards v
blishing strategy of play. These are the sand trap, grassy hollow, bunker,
water hazard, and plant material.
A sand trap is a depressed area covered with sand; turf borders or turf
within the trap are not part of the hazard. Sand traps can be used in a
variety of ways in designing the strategy of a hole. On fairways, they requir
le average player, his limita-
Hazards which do not affect
j the high-handicap golfer should
offers the opportunity for
50The Rule of Golf, op.. cU,, p. 4.
5lMaynard M. Metcal'f, "Water Hazards", U.S.G.A. Green Section Record .
January 1927, 7:41.
52The Rules of Golf , op. cit., p. 4.
precision in distance and placement of a shot. On dogleg holes, they can be
used at the location where the direction of play changes, thus guiding players
in placement of shots and preventing short cuts to the green. Another use is
to guard the entrance to the green and make the final shot a rewarding ex-
On the fairway, a sand trap usually means a sacrifice of one shot in
order to get back into a playing position. Since the concept of trapping is
to penalize only the bad shot, the traps must be designed so that they fit into
the topography in a natural manner and at the same time be clearly visible to
the player. Such traps appear as long, gentle slopes which merge naturally
with the fairway. 54
In general, the sand trap should be open in the front and elevated in
the rear. This aids in drainage and will make the location and extent of the
to the trap is necessary to retain the sand due to water and wind erosion.
The best type of sand to use in the traps in specified "medium sharp", and
this sand is placed in the trap in a six-inch layer. The back and side in-
terior slopes should be graded away from the fairway (or green) so that the
slope will not exceed thirty to forty percent. The rear edge of the de-
pression should be rather abrupt for approximately nine inches in order to
make the ball roll back into the trap if it fails to clear the top edge. The
bottom of the trap is graded for drainage by maintaining at least a four
percent slope towards the entrance.
pin I
One of the most important factors in the consideration of sand trap
design is the ball position once it lands in the trap. For the ball to be
playable, it must settle in the trap so that a proper backswing is possible.
A twenty-five percent maximum slope at the entrance of the trap is usually
specified. 56
A current trend is to maintain traps with large and efficient power equip-
ment in order to minimize hand maintenance. Such site factors as slope per-
centages, the distance between traps and the turning radii of the equipment
must be analyzed and the proposed layout adjusted accordingly. It is easier
to maintain the areas surrounding sand traps if the edges are smooth, rather
Internal trap maintenance can also be a serious problem. In order for a
trap to be readily visable, sand must be maintained on the interior slopes.
It is important that players leave the trap in good condition for the fol-
lowing players by raking out all the ball marks, foot prints and other prints
which could influence the settling of a wayward ball.
The drainage of a sand trap on the fairway can be easily accomplished
by placing a four-im;h drainage tile in ithe bottom of the trap at the sub-
grade level so that iany water entering tlle trap will percolate through the
sand and flow along the subgrade until iit enters the tile. Th e tile is U
laid so that it drains off the fairway t< ) a lower point on the topography.
If the trap is to be located on fla-t topography or in hea vy soil, a
mound will need to b.9 constructed and thiI entire trap designed above the
existing grade. Thi 5 will enable good iiUernal trap drainage practices, ,
prevent surface water from drain:
into the trap. When the trap is built into the slope of a hill, the problem
of visability and internal drainage is solved in a similar manner, but surface
water must be diverted by a swale at the upner edge of the trap.
Due to intent, there are certain differences between fairway sand traps
and the sand traps guarding a green. On a comparative basis, fairway traps
are usually wide and shallow, while green traps are deep and readily apparent
from the approach area or that portion of the fairway extending teeward for
approximately one hundred and twenty-five yards from the green. ' Further
trapping of greens can often create major drainage problems. Drainage tiles
and swales must be carefully planned to blend in with the slopes of the green
or damage from inadequate trap drainage may result. The maintenance problems
associated with fairway trapping also occur in green trapping," but turf pro-
blems are also emphasized due to the concentration of traffic on this cen-
tralized area.
The second type of hazard is the grassy hollow which is a depression
containing tall or unmowed grass. Similar maintenance problems to the sand
trap may be encountered, but the grassy hollow has several advantages.
latively less. The hollow is also more natural in appearance and tends to
blend better with the surroundings. Another advantage is that drainage
swales can be treated as grassy hollows and prevent water from draining onto
a restricted surface, but at the same time serve as a penality for the bad
5 <fiabrielsen, op. cit., p. 277.
58H. Kendall Head, "Some Observat
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If the problem of drainage cannot be solved so that the concave surface
of the hollow drains, it will be necessary to use the procedure outlined
under the sand trap section of this chapter for artificial drainage.
The third type of hazard, the bunker, is a raised mound which can be used
as a strategic element, breaking the monotony caused by overuse of the other
hazards. Bunkers should blend with the landscape, thus becoming an integral
part of the topography. These mounds are not individual elements. Instead,
they appear as a portion of a larger one that has taken this particular shape
due to the effect of natural forces. The gently rolling surface of the bunker
will cast shadows during different times of the day, thus serving as an
aesthetic element, as well as an indication of the problem that the landforms
help to create.
These bunkers usually vary in height from three feet to as much as
eight feet, but as a general rule, a three-foot bunker, if properly constructed,
will be adequate. The surface of the bunker facing the tee should be as steep
as possible and still maintain a good turf surface. The back and side slopes
should be graded out as gently and naturally as possible and at the same
time still permit the use of fairway mowers. There should be a minimum of
six inches of good topsoil covering the mound for the establishment of turf.
The fourth type of hazard, the water hazard, is "any sea, lake, pond,
river, ditch, surface drainage ditch, or other open water course. Any
ground or water within the margin of a water hazard, whether or not it is
covered with any growing substance, is part of the water hazard." A lateral
water hazard is that part which runs approximately parallel to the line of play
but does not become a forward hazard or one which must be crossed to be a
part of the strategy.
When the water element is not intended to be part of the strategy, the
layout can be arranged so that the water is for aesthetic purposes only. This
is usually accomplished by using water as the connecting link, tying together
the other design elements into a naturalistic setting.
This setting can be acquired by using water as a group of ponds, or it
can be used as a meandering stream which winds back and forth, creating a
relaxing atmosphere, while serving as an element of strategy at the same time.
Since many golfers play golf partly for their association with nature and the
inspirational effect they can obtain from beautiful and restful surroundings,
used to the fullest advantage.
Whether or not it is a beautifying element, water becomes an exciting
mental hazard. This is because a ball in water is usually considered un-
playable. Due to this characteristic, water for penalizing purposes should
be kept to a minimum. A good rule of thumb is no more than one water hazard
per nine-hole course.
The final type of hazard is plant material. Trees used individually,
or in groups, can be employed to place limitations on play which cannot be
achieved by any other feature.
A good example is the use of trees as a deterrant to prevent short cuts
to the green. They are used where the direction of play changes, and this
forces the play in the intended route, rather than a route which might simplify
«,. h i« 63
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Fairways
The fairway is the intended ground which must be played or carried en
route to the final target. On holes where the fairways are played, inter-
mediate targets are established which call for minor variations in design.
Among these are the introduction of hazards, possible grading changes which
delimit the fairway or the line of play, and alterations in width.
The width of fairways should be governed by the shots they are designed
to accommodate. For shots which require a carry of from seventy-five to 120
yards, the fairway width is approximately forty yards. For shots carrying
120 to 180 yards, a fifty-yard width is necessary, while shots 180 to 220
yards in length require a width of sixty to seventy yards.
The length of a hole is measured along the intended line of play from
the center of the tee to the center of the green. If the strategy involves
a large risk, an alternate route to the green should be provided. This al-
ternate route is then measured in the same manner.
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Often the fairway is
extended beyond the green in the event of overshooting the target. This
allows players a suitable surface on which to play back to the green. It is
also advisable to place the fairway to one side of the direct line of play,
leaving rough or possible sand traps exposed for additional penalties. This
is often done on par 4 and par 5 holes, and can occasionally be used on the
longer par 3 holes. Throughout the length of the fairway, extreme slopes which
create blind shots should be avoided, and grading should permit clear visi-
bility of the target while insuring maintenance through the use of power
3 Par" , The BulK
equipment. These sloping surfaces are often graded to delineate drainage
French drains.
Another factor established by the fairway is that of circulation. The
circulation on a golf course should be designed so as to permit a logical,
safe route to the next station, while at the same time allowing the golfer
to enjoy the surrounding scenery. Paths should follow a natural route and
be developed to accommodate golf cars as well as foot traffic. Consideration
of this traffic will influence the design of the course and help prevent
turf damage at critical locations.
In designing the circulation pattern, the introduction of a few well-
designed bridges will permit access across ravines, ditches, or other similar
features. Overpasses or underpasses affect variety on the site and will
often help solve major grading problems while simplifying the circulation
When constructing bridges, public safety should establish the design
requirements. The structure must be adequate to hold such design loads as
a large number of golfers or possible maintenance equipment. In addition to
the load bearing requirement, the width should accommodate powered carts or
occasional fairway cutting equipment. Other requirements, such as height,
limit the design possibilities by stipulating that the structure will clear
the highest expected water level. Handrails are necessary, and the flooring
should be of double thickness, allowing the top thickness to be replaced when
extensively damaged by golf cleats.
When the underpass is used, it can be constructed by using a large
corrugated steel culvert pipe measuring at least ten feet in width and eight
feet in height. Often these structures contain asphalt flooring, provisions
for drainage, and electric lights.
Plant .Materials
In this section, plant materials will be examined for their effect on
design and strategy since the suitability of different species will vary
The plant materials most frequently used on golf courses are trees.
Trees can serve a variety of functions, but they all tend to follow one major
hypothesis. The hypothesis is that "The end product of trees in the urban
landscape is the modification of the environment so as to increase man's
physical and mental comfort". The golf course atmosphere, to many, is
In order to utilize this hypothesis, the design characteristics of trees
must be examined. Trees have a fixed place in golf course architecture by
adding beauty to a course in the form of picturesque backgrounds and delightful
vistas. Their shade offers refuge from the hot summer sun, and they serve a
great practical value in segregating the various holes. They can also be
used as a strategic element which will introduce variation in play.
The selection of a tree palette for a golf course is partly achieved by
67Ibid, 32:17.
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) specific t;ree physical characters tics and thus
For example , the type of foliage can often limit
and in area,s where falle n foliage Mill interfere
Another problem related to foliage is its effect on air circulation and
the varying degrees of shade cast by these trees. Dense shade and low air
circulation usually precludes dense turf and is especially critical in areas
such as the green and tee where the turf is already growing under conditions
of extreme hardship.
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A third potential problem is the rooting habit of those species which
have a large number of feeder roots growing immediately below the surface of
the ground. Trees with this characteristic should not be used near greens
or other areas where roots may injure the turf. Surface roots can also rup-
ture asphalt or concrete surfaces, cait damage underground utility lines, and
can cause other maintenance problems. Several trees with this characteristic
are Cottonwood, willow, maple, elm, poplar, eucalyptus, and hackberry.
Another problem encountered is undesirable fruiting habits. Among the
undesirable fruit droppers are sweetgum, pecan, catalpa, chinaberry, and osage
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In addition, problems such as susceptibility to insects and disease,
storm damage, and the life expectancy are also important factors. On new
slower growth
'Ollolman
large enough to carry through the continuity of the original use. The maxi-
mum height and crown shape is also important in determining the end result.
A list of acceptable trees which may be used varies from location to
location, but the previously listed considerations must always be met. This
is true in the useage of shrubs and turf as well. A thorough ecological
study of any area must be conducted before species are chosen.
Irrigation
The availability of an adequate irrigation system is one of the most
important elements in the development of a successful golf course. The geo-
graphical location will dictate the amount of irrigation needed, as will the
demands of the golfing public for better turf and more beautiful grounds.
According to A. C. Sarsfield in his article "Which Type of Irrigation System",
One of the principal solutions to the problem of providing
beauty and traffic-tough turf is a proper moisture environment,
and the only accurate dependable method of providing this while
minimizing maintenance cost is with a permanent underground
sprinkler system. 75
As was indicated in the General Layout section of this chapter (page 2),
water availability is an important factor in selecting a site for a golf
course development. Two general sources that are commonly used are ponding
areas and water wells. When ponds are used, they should be large enough so
that pumping operations will never lower the water level more than twelve
inches. This will prevent the non-vegetated areas below water line from ap-
pearing as a distracting element in the landscape.
™Ibid. 1:2.
7SA. C. Sarsfield, "Which Type of Irrigation System", The Golf Course
•ter, June 1964, 32:20
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The e of well
2 irrigation dquantity is present to
tent is suitable.
The type of pump required will vary, dependi
and pressure must be drawn. Centrifugal pumps sh<
water has to be lifted in excess of fifteen feet;
exceeded, turbine pumps are used.
Water requirements of the soil to sustain de
the soil texture, the climatic conditions, the ra
turf to be used. These requirements can be determii
determined, the necessary precipitation :
can be determined by the following formu:
discharge in gallons per minute, and D e<
sprinkler.
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The minimum water pressure
fifty pounds per square inch.
Many methods are incorporated in wa
type of drainage. Four methods are in general use.
portable sprinkler in the center of the green which
by hand. The second is the sod cup method, where a
center of the green with a brass cup set in the tur
sod filler which is removed and a sprinkler insertei
ring greens,
The first is a single
jst be frequently moved
ater line runs to the
i distribution on
using pop-up spri This
manually or automatically operated. The use of an automatic system for greens
will be discussed under the installation of a fully automatic system.
When determining the kind of a system best suited for any given set of
conditions, the cost factor is usually introduced and will vary for all of the
four possible underground systems. These four systems are the fully automatic,
the semi-automatic, quick coupler, and partial systems which water greens and
of s
ier the true cost of any sprii
system by pro-rating the inii
minimum useful life of thirty years for
On this basis, it will probably be found that the difference
ference a month or even more for a fully automatic system
quick coupler system will be saved in labor alone. 81
The fully a systc
Quality i
accuracy,
dif-
usually incorporates either single
coverage piping systems. Single-n
seventy to ninety feet apart, with
fairway. Double-row systems use sr
of the fairway and on
ems have sprinklers spaced from
iter line located in the middle of the
mailer sprinklers, require closer spacing,
erage. Triple-row systems have one line on
line in the center. When wind drift is a
uuSarsfield, op. c
8 llbid, 32:27.
82Shoemaker, loc.
43
ninimun 1 of tlvo rows of sp rinklers s hould be us ed. with th,
four rows u ted on wider fairway ..
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The full coverage or multiples>w system
uses medium rang. pop-u| lers spaced on a triangular pattern. They can
be used ove r the.;ntire course or in watering only the mo st important t sections.
The au tomatli e for tees and greens must ! sep-
arating theia from the f airways, sine e their programming i s more prec:ise.
Greens are , i by s;Drinkler s loc d the perimeter and tei!S by one
sprinkler i n the <-.enter
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When fully automatic systems are used to water the f airways, th,1 sprinklers
are valved into s<;C tion s, provi ding a flexible operation. These sec tions can
reduce the needed water volume by operating tw ections at the same
time but in diffei nations , thu s reducing the size o f the main isupply
line.
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One of the advantages of a fully automati c system is uniform wa ter dis-
tribution which wi.11 re duce the "scalloped" effect along the edges o:f the fair-
way. These systei;is use medium- range rotary pop-up sprink lers which operate
on relatively low press ures, th us mi nimizing „ ind drift. Another advantage is
that the vo lume of wate:r can be er utilize d by programming the v;*rious
sprinklers. The iroluM r, must be adeq uate to all ow for completion of
the total waterinc | cycLB meetin g the desirable water requirements of the
turf.
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Fully- automa-tie ir rigation syst ems can incorporate e ither elect:rically
or hydrauli eally <iperat
it., 32:
G7
21.
The valve f the "fail closed"
83Sars
S^Loc.
85Loc.
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field, op. c
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32:22.
design, which means that the valve will close automatically if the power fails,
or if any damage comes to the remote control lines. The electric valves are
operated on a twenty-four volt AC current, supplied from a companion con-
troller. The wiring is buried, and individual wires are required for each
Hydraulically operated valves utilize either plastic or copper tubing
buried in the ground. Provisions for drainage or blowing the fluid out of
the system is necessary to avoid damage from freezing in the winter.
Automatic controllers regulate water cycles through the use of a twenty-
four hour clock coupled with a repeating fourteen-day calendar program.
Individual station timers will allow adjustments to be made in the watering
time for the various sections. The greens and tees are normally watered
through the use of separate controllers, allowing independent coverage of the
fairway watering schedule.
tions of the system which control the flow of water to that section, while
the timing is accomplished through one or more automatic controllers. The
sprinklers are changed manually after the completion of each watering cycle.
The use of a manual quick-coupler system will require the setting of a sin-
gle row of sprinklers for each fairway. Often this type of system will cause
• , 90the edges to receive marginal coverage.
The pipe used throughout an irrigation system can be of four types:
asbestos cement, cast iron, plastic and PVC (polyvinyl chloride) plastic pipe.
: of these will be suitable, providing they are properly ins
the type of pipe is chosen, the various pipe sizes are deter
lie to follow in selecting the most economical size of pipe
;ity of between three and six feet per second."
2
If this v
pipinc iilable
spri
Laying the pipe calls for a minimum of twenty-four inches of soil over
the top of the pipe for protection from heavily-loaded maintenance equipment.
This depth will need to be increased if the system is in an area where the
frost penetration is below twenty-four inches. When the pipe alignment varies
more than seven degrees, some form of elbow must be used in the line. Ex-
pansion joints should be installed at 150 to 200-foot intervals to allow for
the effect of extreme temperature changes. The individual risers should be
offset to one side of the water line by using a double swing elbow, thus
preventing the riser from being broken off by pipe movement or bumping from
maintenance equipment. All piping with a diameter of two inches or less
should be pitched at a minimum of six inches per one hundred feet. Backfilling
of the trench should be done in well-compacted six-inch lifts until the orig-
inal ground surface is reached.
Lighting
:urrent increase in the popularity of golf, many courses are b
jthen the duration of play. By extending the length of play u
"Which Kind of Pipe". The Golf Course Repo
midnight, a course can handle as many as sixty additional players, based on a
peak volume, measured from 4:00 to 7:00 P.M. On a greens fee basis, this addi
tional volume will increase revenue approximately $18,000 per year, (calculate
by multiplying a green fee of $1.50 per nine holes times the sixty additional
players, times a possible two hundred golfing nights). These figures do not
include the additional cost of supplying power for night lighting.
The extended playing time has some disadvantages that must be evaluated
before a lighting system is installed. Among these are increased turf wear
and amplification of routine maintenance problems, such as mowing, watering,
and the application of fertilizer and pesticides.
Once the feasibility of a lighting system has been established, the first
step in design is to decide which one of the two possible systems to use.
While one system utilizes 1500-watt filament floodlights, the other is de-
signed for incorporating mercury floodlights. Both systems are satisfactory,
providing each is correctly installed.
According to General Electric's Idea Rook for Golf Course Liqhtino . there
are six general rules of thumb for lighting t
Rule It Sufficient light must be provid
of ten horizontal foot candles. For the 150C
floodlights (one wide, one medium, one narrow) should
directly behind each tee and aimed at the maximum a
systems using a forty-foot pole varying for the types of floodlights. For
wide angle floodlights, this distance is thirty-eight feet; for medium angle,
the distance is 134 feet; and 210 feet is the maximum aiming distance for the
'ilament system.
.mine distance for fil
^General Electric, Idea Book for Golf Course Lighting
.
GEA - 7604, p. 2.
narrow angle floodlights.
When the mercury system is used, two floodlights are needed and located
by multiplying the mounting height by a factor of 2.5. For example, a forty-
foot mounting height times the 2.5 equals a one hundred foot maximum aiming
distance.
Rule 2: Fairways need a minimum of five average-maintained vertical foot
candles. Using the 1500-watt filament system, fairways up to 150 feet in
width should be spaced and staggered one hundred to 150 feet apart. Over the
150-foot width, poles should be spaced the same but located opposite each other.
Two floodlights are used per pole, one medium and one narrow angle, aimed at
their maximum aiming distance down the fairway. For mercury floodlight
systems, the pole spacing is ninety to 110 feet and located in the same manner
as for the filament system. The latter system uses only one floodlight per
pole aimed at the maximum aiming distance, which for a forty-foot mounting
Rule 3: The lighting of greens should be handled from at least two
directions to reduce harsh shadows. A minimum of three floodlights (wide or
medium angle only) should be used for filament systems, locating them at the
front of the green and aiming in the direction of play. Mercury systems in-
clude at least ten floodlights aimed in the same manner.
Rule A: To reduce glare, the minimum mounting height for the floodlights
is forty feet, with the lights aiming below the horizontal plane.
Rule 5: If possible, use some of the same poles to light two or more
40
To insure adequate design, divide the total length of the course, in
feet, by the total number of floodlights. This should average one floodlight
for every forty to forty-five feet for the filament sys tern and one floodlight
for every seventy to ninety feet for the mercury floodl ight system.
When lighting other facilities on the golf course, different principles
apply. For lighting horizontal surfaces, the pole spac ing should not be
farther apart than four times the floodlight mounting h eight, and there
should be at least two floodlights contributing to any given area. The
floodlights should be chosen using the widest angle con sistent within a
reasonable utilization factor.
When lighting vertical surfaces, the floodlights . hould be located so
that the beams overlap, insuring that any given area wi 11 receive as much
light from either side as it does from the floodlight c irectly in front of
it. The linear spacing should not exceed one-half the horizontal diameter
of the beam at its widest point, and the floodlight is selected according to
the principles for lighting of horizontal surfaces.
TOPOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Legal Description of Tract
The site chosen for this study is described as th southeast quarter of
Section 5, Township 19, Range 13, west of the 6th prin lpal meridian. It
is located in Barton County, on Washington Avenue, thr e miles north of
Great Bend, Kansas.
lien with author.
96Ibid, p. 9.
97Loc.cn.
98Register of Deeds, Barton Co. Courthouse, inter
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s presently being us i for farmland under the ownership of
Mr. William Bercheck of Great Bend, Kansas. Walnut Creek meanders through
the southern portion of the quarter. In 1957, the portion of the creek near
the Washington Avenue bridge was rerouted to help control flood conditions
caused by the low elevation in the region of the cove. On the east side of
Highway 281, a portion of the creek water is rerouted into a manmade canal
leading to the Cheyenne Bottoms for maintaining the desired lake level.
Between Washington Avenue and Highway 281, the Lake Barton Recreational Ares
has a private lease for the pumping of a portion of this stream uphill to
Lake Barton for maintaining the desired lake level there. A pumping station
located a few hundred feet south of the creek and between the two highways
supplies water to the city of Hoisington.
Transportation Routes to the Site
There are two major transportation routes which would permit easj
the property. Washington Avenue, a bituminous asphalt highway, is
tern boundary of the property, terminating one-half mile north of 1
thern limit. At this point it converges with Highway 281. This 1
crete highway leads into Great Bend from the northwest.
Survey of Existing Facilities
There are presently two golf courses serving Great Bend having ace
from Highway 281. These are Lake Barton Country Club, which is 2 l/2 m
north of the proposed site, and the Great Bend Country Club, located at
edge of the city limits. These are privately owned courses, with the g
public not permitted to use either facility. The city is undergoing a feasi-
bility study for providing a public course on municipally owned property at
the Great Bend Airport. A preliminary course layout, executed by Br. Robert
Dunning of Tulsa, Oklahoma, is presently being used to encourage public sup-
port for the program.
Population Study
In an interview with Mr. Dick Chastain, golf pro and superintendent of
the Lake Barton Country Club, he explained that the golfing population of the
Great Bend region is supported by an area encompassing approximately a twenty-
five mile radius. The Lake Barton course is used by over two hundred golfing
members, while the Great Bend course is supported by approximately seventy
golf playing members. He indicated that the city of Great Bend has a golfing
population of nearly four hundred of which up to 150 drive to either Larned
or Ellinwood, Kansas, to play on their private-public courses. Within the
twenty-five mile radius surrounding Great Bend, there are approximately three
hundred additional golfers. Including these in the total golfing population,
it was discovered that golfing facilities are needed to accommodate approxi-
mately seven hundred golfers. Only 270 of these are presently accommodated,
leaving a possible 430 golfers who could benefit from the installation of a
public course.
Soil and Rock Structure
The soil structure of the site is of two general types. These are described
by the Soil Conservation Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. In
the vicinity of the Walnut Creek floodplain, the soil is described as being
moderately deep, dark to brownish-colored, with moderately heavy to friable
clayey subsoils. Moderate slopes from five to twelve percent exist which
are undulating to gently rolling in character with erosion evident on cul-
tivated surfaces. The upland areas on either side of the flood plain have
soil described as deep, very dark to dark in color, with moderately heavy
clayey subsoils. The regions containing this soil have gentle slopes—two
to five percent—with no erosion or only slight erosion on either grass or
cultivated land. The texture of both soils is silt loam to silty clay loam,
with an average topsoil depth of ten to twelve inches. There are no visable
from the earth's surface.
Water Table
The distance to the water table is between eighty to one hundred feet
below the surface for a suitable supply of quality water. From past
drilling, water was reached at approximately sixty feet in a sandstone layer,
but the amount was limited and would not be adequate for irrigation purposes.
The farmers in this region have found that the most productive wells are those
usually located on the south side of Walnut Creek.
Annual rainfall v
;e, irrigation wou
ial Rainfall
siderably, ar
52
six to twenty-eight in<:hes per year, bi showthat the amount for any
single yeai
Lay of the Land
The Silopes for thia majority of the exisl:inn landforms are very moderate.
Up to seve.lty percent i,f the site is u,Kier f: perc ent. Portions of the
land in th<
of these s:
: creek bed i
avily wooded.
ten and twelve percent, and all
There are four dr;ainage patterns, origii!atingo n thenorthern portion
of the sit(, draining into Walnut Creek with lit tie if any surface water
draining ac;ross the si te from the adjai;ent property. All drainaoe swales are
virtually i.nnoticeable
,
and erosion is not a maj or p robleni on the site.
Average Temperatures an,i Prevailing Kinds
Average temperatu res vary from twianty-e;ight to thirty-five degrees in the
winter and from eighty.-five to ninety degrees in the summer , with the average
growing setason between April and Septei Prevailing winds are from the
south in tlle summer ami the northwest :
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:cie s can be grown if properly
maintained, , The exist:ing trees are somewhat limited with cottonnood (Ponulus
deltoides),
,
American e!Im (Ulmus americ;inn), Imd wainut ( Jualans niflra) as the
predominati) species. 1dany other specii
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DESIGN EVOLUTION
CLUBHOUSE AND PRO SHOP FACILITIES
Classification of Development
Due to the type of need that has been established in the area under
study, incorporating clubhouse and pro shop facilities, it was decided that a
private-public designation would be used. The private-public classification
is normally associated with a course where the public is welcome to play at
a daily fee. or members can join a private organization by paying annual dues.
This annual fee also permits the private members to use other facilities of
the site, such as the tennis courts, swimming pool, and all clubhouse
facilities.
Determining the Size
From the site analysis, it was determined that an immediate need existed
for facilities that could accommodate at least three hundred golfers. The
other facilities, such as the tennis courts, swimming pool, and the clubhouse
could possibly attract an additional two hundred non-golfers. These tenta-
tive projections established the desired spatial requirements for the clubhouse
and pro shop facility. In the event of a larger membership, the site chosen
is adequate to permit expansion of both facilities.
Site Selection of Clubhouse Complex
In the process of locating all the facilities, the site for the club-
house and pro shop was selected based on the following considerations: access
to the site and its cost of development, relationship of these facilities to
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the course, the layout of the course, availability and cost of providing
utilities, potential views, existing vegetation, and the effects of the loca-
tion of Vtelnut Creek.
Since the site is paralled by a highway on only the east side, it was
determined that this side of the property would be the logical point of de-
parture in locating the clubhouse facilities. .Vith the wooded ravine creating
a cove, a possible point of access at a minor grade separation was determined
at the southeast corner. Another possibility included access to the north of
the ravine which placed the clubhouse facilities on higher ground, but this
location afforded little climatic protection and created additional road
alignment and grading problems. The cove created by the wooded ravine, there-
fore, was considered the most desirable.
Further analysis of this location showed that the structures could be
blended into the overall pattern of the landforms with the least amount of
earthwork. This also afforded a reasonable relationship to the remainder of
the site by the use of pedestrian bridges crossing the wooded ravine. These
bridges emphasize the minor grade variations, thus helping to establish the
Further, by locating the clubhouse in this cove, it was found that there
was sufficient space on the site to lay out a desirable eighteen-hole course.
Since design standards suggest that a maximum of three holes contain water
hazards, the clubhouse location on this portion of the site was reinforced.
This siting also made it possible to lay out the majority of the holes in a
north-south direction, permitting the 4th, 6th, 9th, and ICth greens to be
near the pro shop facilities.
Other factors, such as the availability of utilities, aided in establishi
I that the best source of water was south of ./alnut
Creek, and the most favorable location for the pumping station was directly
south of the cove. Gas, electricity, and telephone lines parallel the eastern
boundary of the site, making it convenient to tie into these services by the
use of underground lines.
From the cove, a variety of views is possible, some of which emphasize the
natural site conditions, while others require only slight modification. Since
the entire cove is surrounded by mature vegetation, the views to the remainder
of the site are enhanced by looking through and beneath foliage masses. The
overall view to the west is very delightful at sunset when the various tree
struct,jres are silhouetted against the colored sky. To
house iis screened from the highway by the existing veget
passim ) motorists only an occasional g limpse of the sit.
II 1 addition to these views, a coo ling effect is pre
wind piissing through the trees in combination with the i
of the leaves. The trees also act as a natural solar sc
un, while casting an interesting array of shadows.
Pro Shop Spatial Relationships
chitectural design of the clubhouse and pro shop is not within
f this study. The intent has been to suggest design principles
be used in establishing the desired character. The spatial re-
and relationships were determined through orientating both facili
golf course which provides a logical association to the recrea-
of the site.
The pro shop facilities were physically separated from the clubhouse
to the private-public designation. By utilizing two separate structures,
both the general public and the private member would have separate facili
supplying their needs. This would also permit immediate construction of
golf course and pro shop, leaving the clubhouse for future development.
functions each is to serve.
The pro shop was laid out so that pedestrian traffic from the parking
lot would enter the structure and proceed to either the locker room or the
pro shop sales section. A golfer's route, after he enters the building,
would be to go to the locker room to change clothes. From the lockers, he is
routed through the pro shop to the equipment storage room to pick up his
golf bag and clubs. From there, he can either exit to a courtyard leading to
the golf course circulation route, or he can pass from the equipment storage
room through the golf cart storage room and pick up motorized transportation.
If, while playing, the golfer desires some form of refreshment or wishes
to pick up additional supplies, he can return to the courtyard and enter the
food service center. This service center is connected to the pro shop and
the pro's office, for easy management. After the golfer is finished playing,
he then retraces his steps back through the pro shop to the lockers.
The locker rooms provide facilities for golfers, tennis players, or
swimmers. There is a rear exit which leads to the tennis and swimming facili-
ties, separating the golfers' route from the others. The locker rooms adjoin
the restrooms and shower facilities with a rear exit to prevent swimmers from
tracking water throughout the entire dressing area.
A list of facilities within this structure includes the pro shop (1,050
sq. ft.), the pro's office (300 sq. ft.), storage space for new equipment
(300 sq. ft.), women's lockers (1,200 sq. ft.), women's restroom (600 sq. ft.),
men's lockers (1,500 sq. ft.), men's restroom (600 sq. ft.), food service
center and lounge (1,050 sq. ft.), the equipment storage room (1,200 sq. ft.),
and the golf cart storage room (1,800 sq. ft.).
This structure is sited so that the courtyard faces the west and looks
through the wooded ravine to the golf course. The ravine has a bridge ac-
commodating pedestrian and golf cart traffic which leads to the sixth, ninth,
and eighteenth greens. The first tee is to the north of the structure facing
the glass walls of the lounge and pro's office.
The tennis courts are northeast of the pro shop, located so as to be-
come a part of the layout for the supporting recreational facilities. The
swimming pool is directly east of the pro shop and is included in these sup-
porting facilities. The putting clock is to the south of the pro shop for a
transitional space from the parking lot to the pro shop.
Entry to the pro shop is gained from a sidewalk leading from the parking
lot past the putting clock and onto a terrace which is the connecting link
between the clubhouse, the pro shop, and the supporting recreational facilities
This terrace is a multi-purpose feature, providing space for different events,
such as sunbathing, dining, or dancing. It can also be used for group barbeque
dinners, or social gatherings of any related nature. To the west, the terrace
affords a wide-angle view of the golf course, while to the north, the view
is of the supporting recreational facilities.
By separating the pro shop from the clubhouse facilities, many problems
are eliminated. One problem related to the clubhouse is that expensive interio
floor surfaces may be damaged by golf cleats,
durable floor materials to be used in the pro s
subject to damage to be used in the clubhouse w
Another problem eliminated is the use of p
by the public golfers. The public hi
with all the necessary facilities for playing golf
reserved for the private-member social activities which ;
lated to the game of golf. This permits a very flexible
the varied interests.
separation will allow
while allowing materials
te clubhouse facilities
that will provide them
while the clubhouse is
Clubhouse Spatial lielationships
The entrance to the clubhouse faces a drop-off z
beyond. There is a wide foyer of 1,200 sq. ft., conn
ties of the structure. From the foyer, there is a co
men's and women's restrooms (225 sq. ft. each), the m
sq. ft.), and a private party room (900 sq. ft.). On
to the dining room (2,800 sq. ft.), which overlooks t
clock, with a view through the trees in the ravine to
dining room is directly connected to both the food se
. check (150 sq. ft.),
ajer's of rice (900
(1.600 sq. ft.) i ; center of the
directly connected to the beverage center a
Also from the foyer, a hall on the eas
the all-purpose room (2,800 sq. ft.), the b i lounge (3,000
. ft.), and t i additi ; party rooms (900 sq. ft. each). The
:al area of the clubhouse is 17,000 sq. ft.
Since the all-purpose room would also be used
;h as dancing or large meetings, the relationshi
critical as in the other areas. Therefore, it i
ie overlooking the eastern segment of the wooded
: food service center, the beverage center and 1
The beverage center. and lounge overlooks the
:h a distant view over the wooded ravine to hole
for after-dark
to the golf co
as located on t
Architectural Character
The principle of capitalizing on the existing shapes of the landforms
and applying these shapes to the new elements was used. In establishing
the architectural character, the structures were treated as elements of the
total layout which must have a homogeneous effect. The total effect is at-
tained through a landscape architectural interpretation of the site and the
establishment of interior-exterior relationships.
Upon examination of profiles, a series of landforms was noticed that
had many physical characteristics in common. The shapes of these landforms
were used in establishing the overall appearance of the buildings by using
the same form relationships as were found on the landforms of the site.
Another important factor determined from the site analysis was the mass
and volume relationship resulting from the types of natural materials and
By using materials that are indigeno
structures blend with the colors found on
homogeneous character desired. By grouping interior spaces under a series
of individual roofs, the overall appearance is similar to that of the land-
forms, each roof segment representing a landform as found on the site. Other
elements which would help establish the architectural character would be the
result of collaboration between the landscape architect and the architect.
Parking Lot and Driveways
Because of the relatively large area required, the location of the
parking lot and driveways is critical to the siting of the structures. For
parking, a desirable number of spaces is derived by using the standard of
"ten spaces per hole, one space per thirty-five square feet of floor area
for public assembly, and per 250 square feet of floor area for other uses." 3
By utilizing this index, it was discovered that there is a need for a minimum
of 260 spaces, with a maximum of 564. Since many of the facilities would not
be used concurrently by large groups of people, i.e., the public-private
designation, it was decided that three hundred spaces would be a desirable
number for which to plan and that the southern end of the cove nearest the
point of access would be the most efficient location. This insures that
parked vehicles would not interfere with the view from the clubhouse to the
In order to park three hundred cars on the site, there is a need for a
minimum of 90,000 square feet of paving. This much paving requires a parking
lot which will incorporate planted islands to break the monotony. By developing
a perimeter drive around the parking lot and providing a drop-off zone in front
3Arthur B. Gallion & Simon Eisner, The Urban Pattern
, p. 218.
i is possible from the highway t
i to the highway by a service
ing the existing dike. This
LAYOUT OF THE COURSE
General Description of the Course
After the clubhouse site had been selected and the related facilities
tentatively located, the general layout for the golf course was established.
This was done through reviewing the accepted standards concerned with the
design principles, thus determining many desirable characteristics. Among
these were the proper north-south orientation of holes, the determination of
an acceptable par order, the association of par to the length of holes and
the relationship of the holes to the site.
In considering these characteristics, the first nine holes were located
on the eastern segment of the site, directly north of the clubhouse facilities.
This section of the site was chosen for such factors as the relationship of the
pro shop to the first tee, sixth green, seventh tee, and the ninth green. By
utilizing the eastern side of the site, these tees and greens were designed
to radiate from the pro shop and still permit satisfactory utilization of the
1 favorable for locating the fir
the eastern portion of the site was the orientation of topographic features.
Drainage patterns established the desired location of the holes, insuring
proper trap drainage and surface runoff. Natural drainage swales were empha-
sized to insure efficient drainage of the area, thus eliminating the possibility
of wet spots from the playing surface. The shapes of the landforms also es-
tablished desirable locations for greens, tees, and intermediate target areas.
Still another factor related to the landforms was the possibility of designing
a suitable layout to prevent delay on the first three holes. By the use of
limited trapping and by well-defined target areas, progress through the first
iree holes proceeds at a rapid rate.
A third consideration was the effect of Walnut Creek on the course layout.
In order to locate eighteen holes on the site, a high concentration of traffic
would be necessary for the north-eastern portion of the site. This was the
result of a limited amount of playing area available in the southern portion
due to the bisecting of the site by Walnut Creek. To effectively utilize the
site, the segment on the southern side of Walnut Creek was designed for two
holes with the line of play crossing the creek. It was felt that these holes
should fall late in the round of play, preferably in the last nine holes, due
to the mental hazard created by water.
Therefore, the first nine hole s were designed as a unit that w ttld ne
a reasonable relationship to the si te and to the clubho se faciliti s, whi
still allowing satisfactory utiliM e. This pe niltted
adequate space for the remaining ni ne holes and offered the possibi ity of
creating a new range of strategical problems for the go fer.
After the general locations we re established, a desirable par
determined. For the first nine hoi es, the par order wa - 4-5-4-4-3- -5-3-4
By varying the length of the holes for each of the par classifications,
it was possible to provide variety in play and still meet the accepted stan-
dards. The total length of the course is 6,270 yards, which is considered
to be adequate for a public facility.
Description of the Holes
First i\'ine Holes. To fully analyze the layout of the course, it was de-
cided to describe all of the factors influencing the layout of each hole as
related to both aesthetic and functional aspects.
:e within the cove near the pro shop. The approach is from the pro shop
o station number one which is the waiting area adjacent to .the tee. Hole
umber one is a dogleg hole, 340 yards in length with a par classification
f four. The line of play changes at the 220 yard point, with the remaining
,20 yard distance to the green in a northernly direction. For the first shot,
are two possible target areas catering to the variable handicap of the
ent players, the first being roughly 100 to 150 yards from the tee and
cond in the vicinity of 100 to 230 yards from the tee. One of the two
raps is located in the dogleg for penalizing an extremely long drive
he tee which could possibly carry onto the highway. The second guards
ft front of the green. The green is 7,300 square feet in area, slightly
ed for visibility and pitched to the left front for proper drainage.
This is a relatively easy green to play with many variable cup locations which
are intended to aid in speeding up play on the first hole.
The first shot must carry the ravine that surrounds the clubhouse site
requiring the removal of a few existing trees to permit clear visibility and
to make it possible to drive to the target area. The pedestrian and motorized
circulation from the tee is along the left of the fairway over the bridge to
the target area. From there it follows the left side of the fairway to the
green and on to station number two, the waiting area for teeing off at hole
number two.
The proposed tree masses along the fairway of hole one serve several
functions. The clump of trees in the angle defined by the dogleg aids in pre-
venting injury to other players from a wild drive and prevents shortcutting
to the green. The trees on the left of the green are intended to reduce the
possibility of accidents and to permit various views through the foliage to
the other portions of the course and to the landforms describing various holes.
The clump of trees on the right of the fairway is for the protection of passing
motorists and will also serve as an aiming point for the first shot. Another
tree mass extends beyond the green, thus permitting possible aiming points
for the second shot.
The grading of the fairway was executed to insure proper drainage of the
playing area and the sand traps. The swale to the left of the fairway permits
drainage of portions of both hole number one and hole number four.
Hole number two is a par 5 dogleg hole, 420 yards in length, with the
change in direction occurring at the 160 yard point. This is the location
for the first target area which is heavily trapped on the left side of the
fairway for discouraging a possible short cut. There is one sand trap on the
i target.
Ing the desired carry.
:arget area will requir
i the green. Clear vis
right side of the fairway to help delineate the target area. If a drive
carries this trap, it will leave the property and will be considered in an
unplayable lie. The grading of this segment is executed so that the surface
slopes toward the northeast corner of the property.
The second shot is an uphill shot to another
is not possible to see the green from this locatii
indicated in the grade separation and is defined 1
left of the fairway. This will aid in establishii
For the average golfer, the shot from this t;
carry of approximately one hundred yards to
of the green is provided by a nearly level surface, with a mass of trees
behind the green which offer possible aiming points, as well as for protecting
the next tee. The size of the green is 7,000 square feet with shallow undula-
tions allowing surface runoff to be carried off in three directions. The
size and shape of the green will allow multiple pin locations providing
variety in play. The two sand traps guarding both sides of the green require
a straight shot to the green.
The tree massing along the entire left side of the fairway is to aid in
preventing accidents from a misplaced shot and also to discourage a short
cut which would endanger players on the green of the th'ird hole.
The intended circulation route is from station two along the left edge
of the fairway up to the green and then onto station three, near the next
tee. This route is under a tree canopy, offering a delightful relationship
of the golfer to the space defined by the tree massing.
Hole number three is a par 4 dogleg hole, 310 yards in length. From the
tee, a slightly downhill, 170 yard drive will carry to the center of the tar-
get area where the dogleg occurs. There is a large sandtrap on the left of
this area requiring a well-placed shot. The target area will also accommodate
shots of 130 yards in length which fall short of the sandtrap for a safer
landing point. Those players driving over 170 yards will be confronted with
an additional trap on the right side of the fairway. The trap is in the di-
rection of play two hundred yards from the tee. This variable target will
permit an alternate route to the green regardless of a player's ability.
From this target area, a 140-yard shot is required to reach the center
of the green. This shot is on a slight downhill grade to an elevated green.
The fairway slopes to the right into a drainage swale along the edge of the
fairway. A trap located thirty yards to the front and on the left of the fair-
way is intended to discourage an approach to the green from that angle.
The green is elevated and has two additional sand traps, one on each
side of the green. These traps would be quite difficult, due to the depths
requiring a different type of approach than used for the average sand trap.
The surface of the green is pitched in two directions and drains to the right
rear with an actual putting area of 6,200 square feet. Pin positions are pro-
vided that will be relatively easy to play on the right front and more diffi-
cult as the cup is moved left and to the rear of the green.
The entire hole is surrounded by trees with an occasional break to
create a view to a desirable feature. This massing of foliage was executed
to insure both safety in play and also to provide a different atmosphere in
which to play; this atmosphere is a strongly defined space.
notorized circulation from the tee follows the right edge of the fair-
way through open spaces and under the foliage canopy to station four. The
breaks in foliage previously mentioned afford the opportunity for a golfer to
Hole number four also has a par 4 classification but with many different
to the location of the two possible target areas, it can be played several
ways. The change in direction of play to the right occurs 205 yards from the
tee, and this is considered a desirable aiming point for the average golfer.
The higher handicap golfer can choose to place his shot on the secondary
target area which will safely accommodate a drive ranging from 110 yards to
150 yards in length. The two target areas are well defined by the use of three
sand traps, two on the left side of the fairway and one on the right. These
traps guide the golfer in placing his shot and penalizes him if he is careless.
An additional feature of this hole is the warped fairway surface intended to
spice up play and to blend with the higher landform to the right of the hole.
The hole is designed to follow the base of this higher landform which serves
as a mental hazard and will also allow the player to witness an ever changing
view as he plays the hole.
To be in a suitable position for putting, a shot 125 yards in length
from the target area is required. The green is elevated and located on the
edge of the ravine creating a positive mental hazard. The total area is
5,500 square feet, with the surface slightly pitched to the right. One trap
is used on the right front requiring players to aim at the green regardless
of the mental hazard caused by the ravine on the left.
Tree massing is primarily for the protection of the fifth tee, but it
also serves an important role in creating a natural setting in a wooded har-
bor. Trees on the left are to prevent a wayward ball from interfering with
the play on hole number one.
The circulation of motorized traffic follows along the bottom of the
higher landform to a switchback leading to the top of the higher landform a
on to station number five.
The fifth hole is a 220 yard, par 3 hole requiring accurate placement
of a drive to avoid the trapping of the green. The line of play parallels
the relatively steep slope along the right margin of the fairway. This hoi
is located on higher ground than the adjacent hole, number four, to the rig
permitting an interesting point of view of that hole. The downward slope t
the right of hole five is an integral part of the strategy penalizing the
golfer who is consistent in slicing. The trap to the right of the green is
an additional penalty for the slice, while the trap on the left is a simila
penalty for the hook.
The use of tree massing clearly establishes the target and provides a
natural setting in the definition of the space. Other factors determined
by the planting theme are similar to the effects obtained on the other hole
that is, providing adequate protection and the creation of possible aiming
The green, which is 7,300 square feet in area, is elongated to the
right, providing a variable target which will become increasingly difficult
to play in that direction. The putting surface is slightly pitched pro-
In describing the next hole, attention is directed to the direction of
play which permits hole number six to dogleg to the left, establishing the
green near the pro shop. This hole aids in tt
effect that the entire course radiates from tt
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nate play so that a golfer •,,ith only one hour to play would feel he was
terminating this inlay at a logical point.
The distance from the tee to the poi nt where the direction of play changes
is 220 yards with a possibl e target area established on either side of this
angl e. This will facilitat 1 golfers with different playing abilitic2s. The
sand trap on the left of th e dogleg incre asos the difficulty of pla;ring to
the longer of the two possi ble target are
The landform slopes ge ntly downhill in the direction of play u.itil the
regi on of the dog leg is enc ountered. At this location the downward slope
is auch greater, inaking the longer target out of view and somewhat raore diffi-
cult to play. This enables the hole to be played in several ways a:ll owing
players the oppor tunity of determining their own strategical limits,, Hegard-
less of the target area use d, the shot to the green is rather difficult due to
the elevated green which is located on th e edge of the wooded ravini5 . Further,
the placement of the two traps closely gu arding the entrance to the green-
will require grea t accuracy in play.
The green area, which is 6,900 square feet, is graded to insuri3 that
the shot will hoi i once it lands. The su rface is pitched to the left and
to the front, ere ating two separate drainage areas.
The final ta rget of th is hole is wel 1 defined by the use of tri2e massing
oundino the c reen and t he approach ar ea. By using this method <)f de-
fini ng the green. the golfer is able to obtain the feeling of the challenge
between himself and this pa rticular hole. The location of personal challenge
is confined withi:n this space excluding the possible distractions o:C the
acti vities on the remaining holes near the pro shop.
The circulat en follows the right raargiii of the
fairway and down the slope to the green. From this location the golfer can
continue to play the course or terminate play and follow the path beneath
the tree canopy, across the ravine, and on to the pro shop.
is designed to permit several possible approaches in playing it. It is a
4G0 yard, par 5 hole with a slight change to the left in the direction of
play at a point 230 yards from the tee. V.tien playing for this location,
severe trapping is encountered requiring the best of the golfer using this
approach. A second possibility includes a drive which is short of this area
for the first shot, and then taking a short cut carrying the traps for the
second shot. The third possibility is a drive from the tee carrying the rough
and by-passing the trapped area. This approach requires a drive between 240
and 320 yards in length.
The shot from the tee is uphill and regardless of the approach used,
there is limited visibility of the first target area. A straight shot, 190
yards in length aiming at the tree mass in the open area slightly northeast
of the tee. is the safest method of playing hole seven. This hole, while some-
what deceiving, is designed to cater to the average player's skill, but at
the same time, it will provide a rewarding challenge for the golfer with a
lower handicap. One advantage of this target area is the relative flatness
enabling a shot to hold once it lands in the proper location.
From this area, the shot to the second target is slightly uphill with a
nearly flat shelf on which to land, 140 to 200 yards away. This immediate
area is free of any form of hazard, but beyond, there is a multitude of traps
intended to strengthen the risk of playing this hole in two shots. The
two-shot approach is quite possible; but if the hole is played as described
for the average golfer, the results will be more consistent.
The green is located on existing ground level and is pitched to the
front to improve visibility. Variable cup cutting areas are possible due
to the minor undulations established in segregating the drainage areas. 1
total area is 5,000 square feet with an irregular shape as determined by 1
numerous sand traps. '.Vith the many methods of playing the hole and the pc
The circulation route passes behind the tee and follows the left margin
of the fairway terminating at station eight. The planting theme as carried
while enhancing desirable views of the remainder of the course.
After playing number seven, hole number eight looks relatively easy,
until close examination is made of the landform on which the green is con-
structed. To the rear of the green, the landform slopes sharply downhill making
a possible playback very difficult.
Hole number eight is two hundred yards in length with a par 3 classifi-
need for the possibly disastrous playback to the green. The wooded slope
to the rear protects the putter from physical injury but complicates the pro-
blem of recovering from the overshot ball. Tree massing is intended to
strongly define the putting space. The effect of false perspective is created
by the open space at the tee being reduced to a limited target area. This was
a major factor in determining the strategy for this hole.
The size of the green is 6,300 square feet, with the putting surface
undulating so that the portions of the green near the traps are higher than
the areas between them. This warped surface allows a variable degree of com-
plexity in establishing the putting problem. The most difficult pin positions
would be on the higher forms which are terminated by the sand traps. Another
advantage of the warped putting surface is that the trap locations are raised,
insuring that they will be clearly visible from the tee.
The final hole of the first nine-hole circuit is a dogleg hole, 430
yards in length with a par 4 classification. From the tee, a well-placed
shot is required with the proper backspin to hold the shot on the first
target area. The hole was purposely graded to create a mental hazard caused
by the feeling of the terminating space in the region of the dogleg.
Two target areas are possible with the first accommodating shots from one
hundred to 180 yards in length and the second accommodating shots from 220 to
260 yards in length. A slice from the tee will locate the ball near to the
rim of the higher landform. and this penalty is emphasized by the tree
massing and the location of the sand trap. If the drive fails to hold to the
surface of the rim, it is certain to roll into a sand trap on the downward side
of the slope. The golfer capable of a 240 to 250 yard drive can take a short
cut carrying the traps on the left and down the slope to an advantageous posi-
tion for the next shot. An even better location would be on the right of the
fairway at the lower elevation permitting a shot to the green which is rela-
tively free from any additional hazards.
The elongated green is perpendicular to the direction of play and creates
a shallow target for the last shot. It is also elevated and located on the
rim of the wooded ravine. The shape is determined by the sand trap placement,
permitting the use of undulations for separation of drainage areas and for
variety of cup placement. The area is 5,300 square feet aiding in the com-
plexity of playing this t the par 4 clas
of every golfer. The 1<
vides a safety factor, i i separates the golfer from o
The Second Mine Holes. The tenth hole is a 450-yard dogleg hole ra-
diating from the vicinity of the pro shop and establishing the direction of
play for the second nine-hole circuit. By the primary route, it is a par 4
hole, accommodating a drive of 120 to 230 yards in length. The alternate
route, carrying the trap on the right, requires a carry of 240 to 310 yards
in length. Either route is satisfactory for playing the hole, but the al-
ternate route will still place the ball in a favorable position for the second
shot. Both target areas are easily attainable, well defined, and the grade
separation is slight until the position for the second shot is encountered.
This shot is uphill to the green which is located in a pocket near the summit.
Trapping is severe to the rear to prevent ove
method of approach.
The green and surrounding traps drain to
grade separation at that location. The green
feet of putting area, thus making the hole re
of the steep foreslope.
As the hole is played, the golfer is con
degrees of enclosure that are created by the
spaces defined by these tree masses are a wel
areas between them, and these spaces appear a
Lng of the green a
a contains 6,500 square
rely easy to play regardless
Lef from the restricted
I meadows gently flowing
Through careful placement, they also protect
golfers on the adjacent holes. The benefits of these open spaces and the
views created by them are especially appreciated by the golfer as he passes
through the circulation route along the left of the fairway to the next sta-
The eleventh hole is the third par 3 hole on the course with a straight
IGO-yard approach to the green. The green contains 6,800 square feet of
putting area with three sand traps, one on each side and one at the rear, to
penalize the hook, slice, or ball carrying the green.
The tree massing opens at the rear of the green eliminating the normal
backdrop of foliage. This extension of space may cause the careless golfer
to overshoot the green and be confronted with the trap at the rear. There
is a small tree mass to either side of the green to separate this hole from
the tees of the two adjacent holes.
The elongated tee of hole number twelve establishes the intended direc-
tion of play for the 420 yard, par 4 dogleg hole. Two large sand traps re-
strict the location where the angle occurs, thus establishing two possible
target areas. These targets will accommodate drives from 110 to 330 yards,
depending on the target area chosen. Three masses in this location are also
intended to emphasize the restricted feeling requiring the golfer to meet
the situation with perfect control.
The grade separation on this hole has been reduced with play in the down-
hill direction permitting clear visibility of the various targets. Surface
water from this portion of the property drains across the fairway in a wide
swale directly in front of the green. As a result, the green was slightly
elevated to aid in the diversion of this surface runoff and also to make the
green and the location of its traps more visible.
..in.;
> 6,000 square feet
>ing and the trapni
a suitable backdrc
lenth hole is a par 5 hole, 440 yards in length with a direct
i the green. This hole will permit the use of the long drive
in placing the shot well down the fairway. Unobstructed visibility enables
the golfer to analyze the landforms and the two fairway traps for their ef-
9 long drive. The entire fairway parallels a natural drainage
swale, and as a result, the surface gently slopes from the right to the lef
The green is located near the edge of the property, and the putting su
face slopes to the left front in the direction of the drainage swale. The
putting surface is 7,600 square feet in area and trapped on both sides and
to the rear, while the approach from the front is open "to permit easy acces
to the green. Possible cup cutting locations are plentiful, with the right
rear of the green the most difficult to play.
The entire fairway is relatively open as far as the effects of tree
massing are concerned. Trees were used only where points of possible con-
The fourteenth hole parallels the western property line with the direc
tion of play to the south. It is 370 yards in length with the entire fair-
way as a possible target area. There is a dir< ' pl=;
" :•--• 2 Of t Thi
with drainage to the left, except in the i
At this location a steeper grade focuses i
grade is nearly level,
fairway sand traps,
the left front trap.
The green contains 7,300 square feet of putting s
grade variation directing surface drainage in tin
traps are located around the green with one guarding a direct entry from the
front. Drainage of the traps is in two directions, taking advantage of
Walnut Creek to the south and the drainage swale to the east. An extension
of the existing tree mass in the vicinity of Walnut Creek made it possible to
protect the teeing ground of hole number fifteen.
The first water hazard is encountered on the fifteenth hole at the wes-
tern edge of the property. At this location, the stream bed is approximately
one hundred feet with little vertical difference between the flowline and the
surrounding banks. Since this hole is the first water hazard hole encountered,
it was designed as a par 3 hole, 190 yards in length. Existing trees were
green. The putting surface is 7,100 square feet in area and trapping is pro-
vided at three locations, with one restricting the entrance. Due to the size
of the green, it was possible to warp the putting surface without creating
any undue hardship on the golfer.
From station fifteen, circulation is routed to the left of the fairway
and by a bridge across the wooded ravine to station sixteen.
After crossing Walnut Creek, the triangular portion of the property on
the opposite side was efficiently utilized by incorporating a 350-yard, par
4 hole. This hole was designed to dogleg to the left to fit the natural land-
form created by Walnut Creek and also to utilize the existing vegetation.
The first target area is in the vicinity of the dogleg, 170 yards from
the tee, with heavy trapping on the left and a single trap on the right for
capturing an overshot ball. An alternate target area is possible by driving
approximately 220 yards, carrying two of the sand traps on the left. Existing
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vegetation and the defined limits of the fairway would prevent cutting
the dogleg any shorter.
The shot to the green is straight forward on a nearly level surface.
Two sand traps guard the entrance with the land at the rear of the green
sloping down to the creek bed so that a badly overshot ball is in a difficult
playing position. The surface of the green is moderately pitched to aid the
golfer in choosing his landing area.
The second water hazard is encountered on hole number seventeen and is
intended to be more difficult than the first. It is a par 5, 430 yard dogleg
hole crossing the water on the first shot. A 230-yard drive will carry the
ball to the most favorable position on the fairway for the second shot and
coincides with the location where the change of direction in play occurs. A
sand trap is located on the left, 190 yards from the tee, requiring the golfer
to strive for distance on the first shot. The golfer trying to play this hole
in two shots is confronted with two traps guarding both sides of the only
possible landing area. Where the play crosses the creek, the existing vege-
tation has been removed creating a channel directing the first shot in the
A safer way to play hole seventeen would be to drive 170 yards short of
the first trap and then cut the corner on the second shot to carry 150
yards, placing the ball one hundred yards from the green.
The entrance to the green is closely guarded by the location of a large
intended to require the final shot to be played to the left, side of the green.
The total area of the putting surface is 6,400 square feet, with a moderately
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surrounded by tree massing with open areas at various locations to relieve the
channelizing effect and to permi t a variety of views to the remainder of the
The final hole, hole number eighteen, is a par 4 hole, 350 yards in
length, with a change in the dir ection of play located 180 yards from the tee.
It is possible for a golfer to p lay this hole in a number of ways allowing him
to finish the eighteen hole circ uit at his own discretion. With a long drive,
it is possible to cut the cornet of the dogleg and try for the green three
hundred yards away, or choose ar y other intermediate target area to suit the
player's individual abilities.
The green, located on the im of the wooded ravine, is elevated with
trapping to the right and to th rear. The total area for putting is 7,400
square feet with a slight pitch to the front for drainage and to make it
more visible. Tree massing flov s into the existing vegetation creating a
small private cove for putting. The circulation route terminates at this
hole and leads back to the pro hop area via the bridge over the ravine.
The golfer, after playing his eighteen hole course, has had the oppor-
tunity to witness a variety of pace relationships created by both the land-
forms and the tree massing. A ariable test of skill has been provided to
allow the player a thorough cro s-section of strategical problems to test
his personal abilities.
The ractice Hole
The practice hole has been designed to serve several functions. It will
allow a player to warm up befor , playing the course, or it can be used as a
hole to play off a tie. It can also be used for practice in playing out of
sandtraps, putting or as a limi ted facility for a driving range.
the limited amoun
layout for a prac
where space is li
that kind of faci
capable of servin
;on for requiring a versatile hole of this typ
t of space on the site. From existing standat
n an adequate driving range,
y. Therefore, this practice
The
The need for a practice putting surface was fulfilled by constructing
practice green which would be graded to permit a putting problem similar to
that of any found on the course. The total area was 9,000 square feet, and
up to nine individual cups can be located at any one time. It is closely
related to both the pro shop and the clubhouse, and it is intended to be th
connecting link for all the facilities and the transitional element from
these facilities to the course.
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The Golf Course
In analyzing the completed study, there are several area , that require
as stated in
the problem, there was one factor that was not as desirable a
peared. During the site selection process, the author was co ncerned with
choosing a location which contained little variation in the v ertical elevation
and water as an element to be developed. Walnut Creek provid ed this water
effect due to
usable acreage was not at first clearly recognizable. For ex
based on water hazards were considered desirable, since the creek and adja-
cent areas were most effectively used in this manner. Furthermore. a large
amount of the total acreage was consumed by the creek, leavin g limited space
to develop play. Therefore, insufficient space was available to develop ele-
Instead. the
practice hole was conceived to serve as the driving range, and as a location
for practicing play. The limitation of space also made the 1 ayout of the
individual holes more critical and required careful placement of tree masses
to prevent injury.
However, the desirable features of the site far outweighed the undesirable.
The challenge was very rewarding in modifying the limited Iandforms to segre-
gate and define the various holes, to provide different Strat egic problems
ined by the wooded
ravine provided a delightful relationship between the clubhou se facilities and
the remainder of the course, while separating this use from t he non-related
land use to the south and east.
Even though the creek did reduce the playable area, it s till provided
a design element often overlooked, that is, the natural mover
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and the ecologica relationships. Many inte est, g views and divisions of
spa
Secondly, an
e by emphasizing
for the
ting
s of a recreational rievelop-
men of this type is the need for a adequat 3 irr gation system. This was
rea izeri from the beginning, and wh n writin J the accepted standards, it was
it
ize this need. I further defi ing the prob lem, however,
tio ... it was not directly related o the sc ilptu ral approach in the design
of
id of turf in
essary due to
(t should be furth
the central Kansas
the lack of adequa
region,
' «i nfall. Since
ain a successful
em would be
.1.
t affected the
it would normally
pe of this problem
design of the Ian
included on.y zzz
al planning ser-
nance factors
Similarly, t he development of a lightin g sys tern for evena ng play does not
dir ectly affect 1 andform design. This area «as i nvestigateri l n order to il-
!• trate the poss ble scope of the ,ork rela ted t o this type c f planning. It
is emphasized tha t to economically arovide t his facility, it ust be planned
dur ng the initia 1 development.
In conclusion, it is felt that the layo It of the course s uccessfully
est ablisheri the s culptural approach to land form d esign. From this study, the
aut nor found that by altering the n atural fo™ i . such a way
the physical feat .res, the total at nosphere coulr be altered c reating a more
sui table surface for this type of ri evelopmen t. I n using the culptural ap-
proach, the desig tier has a useful t ,ol in in surin g this relat onship and also
per sitting a rapi 1 evaluation of th B results . Th e existing topographical
var ation was c e arly represented on the mod el, a nri by using £ n exaggerated
the retention of existing features as the sculptural approach progressed.
Also emphasized was the degree of importance each landform held in the
development of the total site. When grading, these features determined the
probable locations for efficient, economical earth movement. The existing
drainage swales were further excavated and designed to appear as more pro-
nounced separations from adjacent forms and the soil removed was deposited in
the higher areas to also emphasize this vertical separation. Thus, the new
landforms were completely compatible with the surrounding area.
Another element with which the landscape architect is concerned, regard-
less of the problem, is the relation of the vegetation to the proposed
facility. In this study, it was especially important due to the effect that
type and location of plant material can have on height relationships. By
means of a careful selection and by interpreting the effects possible in the
uses of these plants, the vertical variation can be greatly emphasized. Subtle
placement of tree massing will often create a visual effect not possible by
any other means. Where important variations of form exist, the placement of
trees as a visual barrier can make these landforms very important by permitting
an occasional view or a possible vista.
Therefore, the total effect of landform variation can be greatly increased
by controlled earthwork emphasis on natural features and by the types and place-
ment of vegetation.
The Study Method
The results obtained from the use of the study model were very valuable
in the execution and analysis of landforms. The technique devised was com-
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interpret the relationships and develo p the proposed land forms based on the
findings.
With the theory of the study mode
the materials used in construction. As
the model was originally conceived, th e use of more durable materials was
planned but cost of such materials pro ,ed excessive. As a result, the sub-
ough to withstand the varying conditions.
One of the problems encountered w
vent it from drying. This caused the clay to develop numerous small cracks,
and these cracks had to be constantly sealed and the surface kept moist to
prevent further damage to the surface. A plastic cover was incorporated
which helped delay the drying effects
.
A suggested improvement to eliminate
this problem would be the use of a pla sticine clay which is a clay treated
Another problem encountered with the use of local clay was that even
though the desired consistency was obt aineri, continued compaction increased
the internal pressure unti 1 two of the plate glass sides were broken. The
settling did not affect the vertical e levations to a large extent due to
the exaggerations of this vertical sea le. However, breakage did contribute
to leakage when water was added in the final stage. A more flexible material,
such as plexiglass would sustain a greater amount of pressure before the breaking
point is reached. Also, the use of a< iitional external supports would aid in
containing the material in a stabilize 1 position.
It was also discovered that the small cracks in the clay surface per-
mitted water to flow to the bottom of the model and leak along the bond between
the glass sides and wooden base. Mate r seeped into the groove where the glass
sides were contained and was able to f low under the sides and eventually
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through the layers of the plywood, causing a multitude of leaks.
At first, this appeared to be a serious problem, but upon further
examination, it was found that due to the volume of water required to raise
the level one-tenth of an inch, the water line was lowered only very little.
Also, as the water was brought up to each mark on the vertical scale, it left
a water line on the clay so that the original level was still obvious on the
The improvement suggested to eliminate this problem would be to use
plexiglass as for the sides, creating a permanent, leakproof bond by the use
of the epoxy resin glue.
A minor problem encountered was the total weight of the completed model.
Due to the size and choice of materials, the model weighed approximately
three hundred pounds, making it very difficult to move. A relatively perma-
nent location is recommended for its further use.
When using the grid system to transpose the contour lines to the glass
would possibly be more accurate. This solution was to use a photographic
height over the model to encompass the total area, each contour could be
photographed as it was defined on the model by the colored water. Upon com-
pletion of this process, it would be possible to mount a slide projector at
a fixed distance from a drawing surface and to project each slide onto this
surface in the same order as they were taken. l!y tracing each contour on
the paper, a contour map could be developed. As long as both instruments are
fixed at a known height and a horizontal scale is included on the model so
that it can be measured on the projection, any scale can be determined for the
final contour map by varying the distance of the projector from the drawing
FURTHER STUDIES NEEDED
From an evaluation of this thesis, there are several potential areas of
1. A follow-up study to determine if the principles set forth for
interpreting the existing landforms and the application of the results to
the proposed landforms will accommodate other types of land developments.
gesteri improvements to reduce the element of wasted time and to suggest more
suitable materials for a photographic progression.
3. A parallel study to utilize the model in determining its suitability
for the use in evaluating other types of facilities. This might include the
effect of changing the graphic scale of the model.
4. A study related to golf to evaluate the results, of the private-
public designation as used in this thesis. Factors which could be included
would be a cost analysis and revenue study, problems caused by the separation
of non-related facilities, the acceptance by both the public and private
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PLANT KEY
Quantity •i*« Common Name
59
Deciduous trees
Common HackberryCeltis occidentalis,
144 Cercis canadensis, Eastern Redbud
57 Crataegus phaenopyrum Washington Hawthorn
15 Elaeagnus angustifolia Russian Olive
21 Fraxinus pennsylvanica Green Ash
14 Gleditsia triacanthos H.V., Morainelocust
9 Gleditsia triacanthos H.V.
,
Thornless Honeylocust
19 Populus deltoides, Cottonwood
122 Quercus macrocarpa, Bur Oak
4 Robinia pseudoacacia, Black Locust
60 Sapindus drummondi, Western Soapberry
93 Olraus parvifolia, Chinese Elm
45 Juniperus scopulorum Rocky Mountain Juniper
27 Juniperus virginiana Eastern Redcedar
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A LANDFORM STUDY FOR A GOLF COURSE IN CENTRAL KANSAS
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The purpose of .0 develo. eighteen -hole golf cours
with the related facilities on topO(iraphy whi ch :is normal ly considered ut
suitable for recreat ional developmeiit. The 1ate chosen i s located three
miles ; north of Great Bend, Kansas, ;nd conta:ins ed topographica
In conjunction with this purpo: Udy ter-
pret the existing la nriforms and to ,ietermine eries of topographical cllarac-
teri:sties. These it,aracteristics w ere then used in the c;reation of new land-
forms suitable for r,olf course play . A stud y model was ilesigned that wo uld
perm it the evaluate>n of the existi ng landfo at a red.,ced scale and con-
stru cted of a suitat>le material for remodel i ng t hese landforms relative to
the layout of the e<>urse. This mod el also made it possit)le to theoretic ally
balanee cut and fil 1 in the earthwork to be performed am J was so designe
that it was possibl., to derive a pr oposed cc II map at a known scale.
After the prob lem and the meth od of stu dy v,as deter,„ineri, accepted stan-
s presently use i in golf course design t instruct ion were compileid
and analyzed. Many important relat ionships wer«, establi shed from this r
vie* , and a method of approach for designing I thi> golf CO urse layout was
deteirmined. Upon completion of thi s phase, at,;ntative location for de\relop-
was decided upon in the Great Bend are; k two-day inspection tri, , was
mad,,, and the possi ble need for thi s type o] : facility wa ,as
the of the site. 1 I contour map of the area was drawn a,
the model of existi ng topography c<.nstructec i in order to later derive ai
;truct the suita ble landforms.
During the dev elopment of the course, the:Jesired r elationships am,>ng
the site, the cours e. and the clubllouse fac ilit ies were determined. Thi
:se was designat ed as a private--public « '"~ the demands of
larger range of people and to provide facilities capable of better satisfying
the golfer's needs.
The clubhouse and pro shop facilities were designed to compliment the
total development and to effectively utilize the available space. Interior-
exterior relationships were established and located on the site to provide
facilities which were to be both functional and aesthetic to the viewer.
The relationship of these facilities to the course, combined with the infor-
mation obtained from the standards determined the layout of the holes. The
holes were designed and graded to become an integral part of the site and
thus established the strategical problems. The finished eighteen-hole,
72-par course was 6,270 yards in length. Clubhouse, pro shop, and supporting
The work accomplished toward the completion of the thesis showed that
a study model was a successful technique in evaluating existing and proposed
landforms. With suggested modifications, the technique should be adaptable
to a wide range of site developments.
